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On Saturday, April 28, Trinity
will host the state wide student
conference on Voter Registration.
A state-sized version of the enor-
mously successful National Stu-
dent Conference on Voter
Registration, held in February at
Harvard, the Connecticut confer-
ence will feature a keynote speech
by Irving Stolberg, Speaker of the
Connecticut House of Represent-
ative, issue workshops, and an
evening party.
Following Stolberg's address,
scheduled for 10:30, there will be
a discussion on low income voter
registration projects, which will be
conducted across the country this
summer. Afternoon workshops,
run by students, will address such
issues as student financial aid, acid
rain, toxic wastes, Central Amer-
ica, poverty in Connecticut, and
the nuclear freeze. Evening festiv-
ities will consist of dinner and a
party featuring a five-piece stu-
dentjazz band. '
The Connecticut conference is
one of many such events beini>
rParr6fTffe
t!Nfaff6'ri*^a-'
dent Campaign for Voter Regis-
tration (NSCVR), a non-partisan
project which hopes to register one
million students and several mil-
lion other Americans for the No-
vember elections. The campaign
has been addressed by the Public
Interest Research Group (PIRGs)
and the United States Students
Association (USSA).
The February Nartional Con-
ference drew over 1500 students
from 42 states. A similar weekend
event held this month at Stanford
drew 1200 from more than 55
Western schools. In Connecticut,
ConnPIRG, with chapters at
UCONN and TRinity, has taken
the lead in organizing student
voter registration projects. Over
50 Trinity students were registered
by ConnPIRG in just two days
last month.
Position are available this sum-
mer PIRGs and other groups dur-
ing voter registration drives all
over the country. The NSCVR has
developed the "Volunteer! Vote!"
campaign. Students pledge three
hours or more per week during the
summer to assist registration
drives in their area. '"Volunteer!
Vote!' gives students the chance
to put more life into our country's
political process," says Cindy
Jacques, a senior at UMass at
Amherst and chairperson of the
NSCVR Board of Directors.
phutub/JcU'
Occasional sunny days give Trin students an opportunity to relax with various and sundry athletic activities.
Proxmire Proposes Help For Economy
by Stephen Drew
Staff Writer
Sftfltajif ™'Wfffitrn " VroxrrrTfre"'
spoke at Trinity last Wednesday
evening to an audience of approx-
imately 400 in the- Washington
Room. He gave the annual Martin
W. Clement Lecture, is sponsored
by the brothers of Saint Anthony
Hall. Mr. Clement (class of 1901
and Trustee for life of the Col-
lege) left an endowment that has
sponsored these bi-annual lec-
tures. Tuesday's lecture was gen-
erally well received.
Senator Proxmire came to Trin-
ity by way of the Hill School, Yale
Alex Stein and Pete Ferlisi of In Your Ear played Saturday on the
Quad as part of an RC/A production.
(class of 1938), Harvard's Grad-
uate School of Business (1940),
Jjty-vajri's Mastsijjjjtejfree Pjcp-,,
grdrri, the WisconsfnState Assem-
bly (1950), the United States
Senate (1957-), the Senate Bank-
ing, Housing, and Urban Affairs
Committee, the Senate Appropri-
ations Committee, and the
Congressional Joint Economic
Committee. Among these and
other ventures, the senator is also
the author of five books. He is
also the inventor of the "Golden
Fleece Award" which he,awards
frequently to the government pro-
gram that he feels is wasting the
most of the tax-payers money.
Senator Proxmire has the longest
unbroken record in the history of
the Senate in answering roll call
votes. Since April of 1966 there
has been over 8,000 roll call votes.
The average Senator has missed
more than 800 of these votes;
Proxmire has not missed a single
one.
After a few introductory jokes
about fraternities and how hard it
is to keep'people's attention dur-
ing a. boring speech, Proxmire
launched into his topic: "Uncle
Same, Last of the Big-Time
Spenders" (also the title of one of
his books). He said "but if you
look at our economy right now
today, everything seems to be
coming up roses." He described
the national economic situation as
"strong and the outlook is very
good." Especially for the "big
political enchilada: unemploy-
ment." He also sighted all of the
leading economic indicators which
are on the rise, but then he also
\asked "so what's wrong with the
situation?" He felt that unfortu-
nately there was plenty wrong.
The ENORMOUS defecit that we •
face today, around $195 billion.
He sees that deficit with us for the
next seven years, "unless w.e take
some drastic painful action."
Why is this bad? 'Proxmire
pointed out the bad points of the
such high deficits as seen in infla-
tionary effects and adverse effects
on interest sensitive industries.
such as house Duilding and auto-
motive (1 out of 6 jobs in Amer-
ica). ,Jhe,high interest jates .effect
fM'fo-re'Jgn* fMIe""Tn*du"stries the
hardest, destroying the balance of
trade with Japan and European
markets (1984 predictions for the
adverse balance of trade is $100
billion). Our deficit stands as the
greatest obstacle. to worldwide
•economic recovery. Proxmire than
outlines the present administra-
tion's plans to cut the deficit by
7% which he called a "wimp"
proposal, but not to be a partisan
he also called the Democrat's pro-
posal a "panty-waist."
"What sould we do?" he asked,
and he told us. Proxmire then
launched into the areas of the cur-
rent budget where he felt the cuts
could logically be made. Military
spending was the first victim, he
felt that the present budget called
for too much of an increase
(18%), while he. thought that a
3% increase would do fine. Some
of the other programs he attacked
. were the "turkey" MX, the soon
obsolete B-1B, the "very vulner-
able" aircraft carriers, the "run
like my Vega" new tanks, and
delicate, complex, and expensive
[$300 million eachl" fighter
planes. To end, this ponton of the
lecture he'called fbr an end to the
arms race. Projected savings of
$70 billion — is money all that
matters?
"We can do a lot more on do-
mestic spending also." Here he
saw medicare as a possibility,
along with revenue sharing, hous-
ing, agriculture, an interest on the
debt that would be lower if the
debt itself were lower. Unless we
do this we have to pay interest on
that deficit forever. The other side
of the argument is the raising of
government revenues. This was
secondary to his short description
of the "Golden Fleece Award".
This was established by Proxmire
nine years ago in an attempt to
get at fraud and abuse and to con-
trol spending. He also was trying
to get people in Washington to
realize that they were, spending
real money, arid that they should
not fund every harebrained
scheme that comes along. When
Proxmire found out one :of these
continued on page3
Founder Of Ground Zero
To Speak During Week
Dr. Roger C. Molander was the
founder and Executive Director
from 1981 'to 1983 of Ground
Zero, a non-partisan nuclear war
education project, which pro-
duces materials and sponsors ac-
tivities designed to educate and
involve the American people on
the issue of nuclear war. Prior to
assuming his position, Dr. Molan-
der was a member fo the National
Security Staff at the White House
from 1974 to 1981, serving under
Presidents Nixon, Ford and
Carter. His principal area of re-
sponsibility was strategic nuclear
policiy issues, which included
chairing the interagency working
group which prepared all of the
analytical material for the SALT
II negotiations. Prior to joining
the NSC staff, he was employed
in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense and the Arms and Ap-
plied Physics from the University
of California at Berkeley.
As Executive Director Dr. Mo-
lander was responsible for all
Ground Zero organization poli-
cies and operations. Having
founded Ground Zero in 1980, Dr.
Molander became its full time Ex-
ecutive Director in April, 1981. He
is co-author of Nuclear War:
What's In It For You? and served
as Ground Zero's principal
spokesman for both the book and
Ground Zero Week.




"American Education and Blacks:
Historical Perspectives" discus-
sion on the crisis of blacks in
higher education. Featuring guest
speaker Dr. Lea B. Williams of
the United Negro College Fund. 4
p.m. in the Umoja House. Spon-
sored by the Education Depart-
ment and the students of the class.
Wednesday
Trinity College Republican Club
will be holding its last meeting for
the academic year in Wean
Lounge at 7:30 p.m. Elections for
the next year's officers willtake
place at this time. Attendance is
encouraged for this very impor-
tant meeting. Refreshments will be
provided.
Women's Center Series Lunch
"Radical American Women in the
1910's", presented by Kirsten
Hertz, class ofl984. 12:30 in the
Women's Center. Please bring
your lunch'and join us.
Reception
Held by the Trinity Women's
Center at the Chapel Garden.
Musical accompaniment by the
Hartford School of Music Classi-
cal Quartet. 4-6 p.m. Refresh-
ments will be served. All are
welcome.
Biology Seminar
"Weedy Lots in Urban Seas: The
Dispersal of Marine Organisms by
Man."
Given by Dr. James T. Carlton of
the Williams College-Mystic Sea-




Performed by Lynne Davis at 8:15
in the Chapel. Davis will play
works by J.S.Bach, Louis Vierne,
Jehan Alain, Jean Roger-Ducasse




Given by Antonio Barbosa, Bra-
zilian pianist, 4 p.m., Garmany
Hall.
Monday
Master Class by Antonia Barbosa.




Applications for financial aid for
summer school courses are now
available in the Financial Aid Of-
fice. Deadline: May 4th.
Summer Campus Jobs
There are many opportunities for
; Work-Study students who want to
work on canlpui this summer. Be-
low is a listing of openings cur-
rently posted on the Financial Aid
Office bulletin board.
Admissions - summer tourguide,
$4/hr.
Biology - animal caretaker and lab
duties, $3.75.
Buildings and Grounds - painters,
groundskeepers, locksmith,$3.50.
Central Services - bindery/mail
workers,$3.50.
Dean of Faculty's Office -.assist-
ant to the secretary,$3.75.
Economics Professor - library/
computer assistant,$3.5O. •
Financial Aid - office aide, $3.75.
Physical Ed.- summer sports camp
counselors,clerk/typist,$3.7 5.
Post Office - mail clerks,$3.50;
driver,$3.75.
Registrar's Office - freshman pre-
registration assistant,$3.75.
Upward Bound- resident tutors/
counselors, $3.50 plus room and
board.




ment information and materials
may be signed for and picked up
in person at the Public Relations
Office, 79 Vernon Street between
the hours of 8:30 and 4:40 p.m.on
Tuesday, April 24 through Mon-
day, April 30.
If yu expect to be looking for an
appartment or roommate(s) after
graduation, drop by Career
Counseling and fill out a card for
the ROOMMATES/APART-
MENTS FILE. Check to see who
elsei is looking. You might find•
some good company to help you
beat the rent costs.
Phonothon
Come and join some local Alumni
for our last two Alumni Fund
phonothons of the year! Date:
Wednesday, April 25, Thursday,
April 26
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: The Development Office
A light buffet dinner will be
served. AH students are welcome.
To schedule yourself for a night,
contact Cathy Cosgrove in the
Development Office at 527-3151,
ext. 532.
Classifieds
NEED CASH? Earn $500— each
school year, 2-4 flexible hours per
week placing and filling posters
on campus. Serious workers only',
we give recommendations. Call
now for summer and next fall. 1-
800-243-6679.
STUDENTS; PROFESSIONAL
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME
- NO JOB TOO LARGE. EX-
PERIENCED TYPIST : WILL
TYPE REPORTS, ES-
SAYS.ETC. GET THOSE RE-
PORTS OUT ON TIME! CALL
289-4858JONI.
PROCESS MAIL AT HOME!
$75.00 per hundred! No experi-
ence. Start immediately, full or
part- time. For details, send self-
addressed stamped envelope to N.
Sweid, PO Box 372-TT, Brook-
port, 11162910.
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIR-
FARES TO EUROPE AND
ACROSS AMERICA! Fof free
color brochure write to: Campus




Mud, Beauty and the Beast 7:30
Beauty and (he Beast Banquet !>:55
n-like classical more dark green
lettuce fantasy based on the eal
more dark .green lettuce fairytale
by tour-de-dark lettuce of poetic
surrealism. 90 min.
Summer Tourguide
The Admissions Office will hire a
student to conduct tours on a full-
time basis, late May through late
August. Students should make an




Trinity's Annual Giving Fund has
expanded the term and scope of
the Development Coordinator's
job to assist with phonothons. The
primary responsibilities include
planning and carrying out phon-
othons nationwide. The new De-
velopment Coordinator must be a
self starter, well organized, have
proven ability to. motivate others
and possess good telephone and
writing skills.
Announcement.
We are looking for a member
of the Class of '83 or '84 who is
free to travel. The salary is 13,500
plus. It includes life and health
insurance and one month's vaca-
tion each year. The appointment
commences August 1, 1984. Those
aplying must submit a resume and
cover letter describing your skills
to Frank W. Sherman, Director of
Annual Giving, Trinity-College,





roduced and Directed by Barbra Streisand. Streisand's long awaited
directorial debut is an elaborate adaptation with music of a story by
Isaac Bashevis Singer set in the ] 9th century about a young woman who
wants to study holy scripture and must masquerade as a Yeshiva boy to
do it. 134 min.
Wednesday-Saturday
Come and Get It 7:30
Edna Ferber's novel about life in the logging industry became an epic
outdoor drama, one of the major films of the period. Miss Farmer, the
actress, was the real-life subject of last year's film biography,"Francis."
105 min.
Silkwood (R) 9:30
Cast: Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell, Cher. A powerful film about Karen
Silwood, the employee of Kerr McGee corporation who died in suspi-
cious circumstances after she had tried to expose the safety hazards at
the company's plutonium processing plant. Topical and important, Silk-
wood is also an exciting and finely acted drama. 128 min.
Sunday-Tuesday
I Married a Shadow 7:30
Based on the novel, "I Married a Dead Man" by William Irish, this film
tells of a young woman who assumes the identity of a recent bride and
even goes to live with her supposed inlaws. A good suspenseful story
with a surprising turn of plot. 110 min.
Boat People (R) 9:35
Adventures of a Japanese photo journalist who returns to Vietnam in
1978 to see hos reconstruction is going. After being shown official
progress supervised by government guides, he also discovers the other
less happy segments of society, people who end up on boats fleeing to
Hong Kong. 106 min.
KEEP UP IN A
CHANGING
WORLD
Take advantage of the wealth of
knowledge available from your
Government. The U.S. Government
Printing Office has just produced
a new catalog. It tells about the
most popular books sold by the
Government—nearly 1,000 in-all.
Books on business, children,
energy, space, and much more
For a free copy of this new
catalog, write—
New Catalog




Your one gift this fall supports
both the United Way of the
Capital Area and tne
Combined Health Appeal.
A once-a-year fund raising
that's the lifeline for over 100
health and community services.
We' re making your dollars
work harder—and everyone
benefits! : . . . . -
Give Generously}
The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol. LXXXII, Issue 23
April 24,1984
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tues-
day, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions arc
$15.00 per year. The TRINI-
TY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hart-
ford; CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.
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Nuclear Education Week:
Tuesday, April 24, 1984. (Mc-
Cook Auditorium: 7-10 p.m.)
Film: "If You Love This Planet"
Speaker: Dr. Saverio Sava
Physicians for Social Responsi-
bility




(McCook Auditorium: 7-10 p.m.)
Speaker: "The United States Nu-
clear Arsenal"
Captain James T. Bush
United States Navy (Retired)
Former Captain of Polaris Sub-
marines
Advisor for National Security
Affairs
Thursday, Aprol 26, 1984.
(McCook Auditorium: 7-10 p.m.)
Film: The War Game
Speaker: "Psychological Aspects
of a Nuclear Society''
Dr. David McMahon
Chief of Department of Psy-
chiatry
William W. Backus Hospital
Reception to follow
Friday, April 27,1984 (Alumni
Lounge: 7-10 p.m.)
Speaker: "Soviet Views of Amer-
ican Nuclear Armanents"
Mr. Charles Thomas
Senior Staff of The Futures
Group
Former In-service Fellow




Dance: Chris Champion (D. J.) ,
(Cave: 9-2 a.m.)
Saturday, April 28, 1984 (Life
•Sciences Frist Floor: 2-5 p.m.)
Discussion Groups:
Ms. Maggie Bierwirth
Greater Hartford Freeze Cam-
paign
"The Freeze As A First Step








"How Society Can Move
yond a Concept of War"
Be-
Dr. W. Miller Brown
Department of Philosophy
Trinity College





"History of the Arms Race:
Where Are We Going?"
Sunday, April 29, 1984. (Main
Quad: 1-6 p.m.)
Speakers: Mr. Robert Scheer
Los Angeles Times Staff
Author: With Enough Shovels
Dr. Roger Molander
Founder Ground Zero
Former Member National Se-
curity Council (1974-81)
Prepared analytical material for
SALT II
Former employee: Secretary of
Defense and Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency




by Dale W. Sindell
"All Parisians are rude to those
who don't speak French per-
fectly", and "All Italian men are
only interested in one thing" are
.only two common examples -of
stereotypes we Americans often
unfairly make while abroad.
A closed door means "do not
disturb" and a clenched fist indi-





"Don't put off until tomorrow
what you can do today", and
"Where there's a will there's a
way" are two axioms that illus-
trate the "American way of life".
Obviously, our values and as-
sumptions and our pre-conceived
notions of other cultures make up
our "cultural baggage". Whfin we
Phone
247-O234
pack to go abroad we take a lot
more than just our jeans and com-
fortable walking shoes. As Amer-
icans, we.all have some general
notions and ideas that we always
carry with us. These in turn have
a great impact on our behavior.
On April 25th, the Office of
Foreign Study Advising will con-
duct an orientation workshop for
students who plan to study abroad
next year. Student Intern Dale
Sindell and Student Assistant Ad-
rienne Lotoski will lead students
through role-playing simulations,
inter-cultural conflict studies, ex-
ercises and a film to help them be
better prepared, for their new cul-
tural enviorments. The workshop
has been designed to help Trinity
students become more aware of
the cultural context in which they-
operate and to understand how
"others see them as Americans; to
become more aware of other cul-
tures and the subtle differences in
thinking, acting, and communi-
cating that will become part of
their new culture; and to learn
how to function effectively in their





Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
SUMMER JOBS
Part time now / Full time summer
$150-300/WEEK — ALL MAJORS
Scholarship Program for Leaders. Apply now, start when you want.
Call 569-8202 for appointment
Senator William Proxmire poses with the members of Saint Anthony Hall. photo by John Dalsheitn
Senator Proxmire Speaks on Economy
continued from page 1
crazy expenditures he would
award the "Golden Fleece" to
draw attention to these wastes of
real money. Winners in the past
include: "An agency that spent
$84,000 to fall in love( and
$26,000 to find out why prisoners
wanted to escape from prison."
Proxmire also felt that Trinity
students would have volunteered
for an agression test based on the
consumption of tequila versus gin,
($100,000 was spent on goldfish
in the real proposal).
Following that humorous seci-
tion of his speech the Senator
turned to a more serious topic:
increasing revenues. " I t ' s not
nearly as hard as you might
think," he said as he made a push
for rescinding some of the Reagan
tax cut which would save the gov-
ernment $40 billion, but that
would mean no promised 10% tax
cut next year. "Also they have
taken steps in the Senate to in-
crease the depreciation for build-
ings from 15 to 20 years," it is a
program that saves billions. The
oil industry would balance the
budget if the unemployment of
7% or below, and as long as we
Abroad
problem-solving, and relationship
skills can be learned later with
practice, the Office of Foreign
Study Advising hopes that by cre-
ating increased awareness and a
cross-cultural strategy early in the
experience, Trinity students will
have a less stressful and more
meaningful experience abroad.
This program has been adapted
from similar orientation programs
used for Peace Corp. Volunteers,
student exchanges, and other uni-
versities' Junior Year Abroad
programs. It has the support of
Trinity's Intercultural Studies De-
partment and College Counseling
Center.
All students who plan to study
abroad next fall are invited to at-
tend the workshop on April 25th
at 7:00 pm in the Alumni Lounge.
For more information please con-
tact Adrienne Lotoski or Dale
Sindell in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising or at Boxes 1805
and 1946, repsectively. The ses-
sion should last approximately
two hours.
Ffat Meeting Announced
Dean of Students, David Winer
announced this week that he will
hold an all-campus meeting to dis-
cuss the administration's recent
action concerning the fraternities
on Wednesday at 4 o'clock. The
location of this meeting is to be
announced, and is open to all
members of the Trinity commu-
nity.
This ad is for all those
who ever wonder
if your United Way gift
is really appreciated.
were to follow a conservative
monetary policy.
Proxmire gave his reasons for
the 'difficulty of "getting at the
problem", generally it is a politi-
cal problem based on the short
term effects of having a large def-
icit. "Its the old 'New Deal pump
priming' what the federal govern-
ment has done is cut taxes, in-
crease spending, run a colossal
deficit; with the result that the
economy is coming along swim-
mingly, for a while." He warned
us that soon it would be time to
"pay the piper", and that it was
"very hard to get at that politi-
cally, because in the short run it
is a benefit, maybe we can do it
while we are enjoying the fruits fo
prosperity." Now is th time to aci
because by 1985 things will be
turning down and government ex-
pendidtures will have to go up
with the rise in unemployment. It
is*not late, but a change in attitude
is needed in Washington to get at
this tough problem.
Before answering some ques-
tions the Senator spoke briefly on
one of his specialty subjects: bank
regulation. This proved to be
rather technical and not as inter-
esting as the "Golden Fleece
Award". The questions that there
asked were fielded with the ease
of an expert. He was able to cover
his bases on questions that were
not stated well and that lacked
content. He was able to turn
around on a particular statement
concerning "What could be
done?" by shouting "Bless your
heart! for asking that question,
but I'm only one of 535, and why
don't you elect someone who can'
do this?" He fielded questions on
the space weapons question, Con-
necticut's roads, variable mort-
gage rates, the U.N. test ban
traeaty, and something dear to
him: the dairy farmer. In a short
interview following the lecture at
the reception in the Cathedral
Room, Proxmire said that he felt
that the liberal arts educated stu-
dent was the best prepared to deal
continued on page 4
Phone 547-0263
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % DiSCOUJit on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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Former Navy Captain
Speaks On U.S. Arsenal
One of the "little brothers" enjoying Saturday night's party given by the Big Brother's/Big Sister's Associa-
tion, photo by Penny Perkins
Hitler Provided Momentum
by A. Royce Dalby
World Outlook Editor
"I know nussing!"
According to Dr. Ian Kershaw
from England's Manchester Uni-
versity this famous response of
Sergeant Schultz1 would probably
have been the answer one would
have received had one asked a cit-
izen of the Third Reich whether
he knew what was happening to
the Jews, Germans knew little of
the truth and wanted to know even
less. Dr. Kershaw spoke at Trinity
iast Wednesday evening concern-
ing this subject and the role that
Hitler played in the extermination
process.
: Anti-Semitism was not as wide-
spread in Germany as many pre-
sume it was. Dr, Kershaw cited
studies which show that people
were attracted to the Nazi party
for reasons other than anti-Semi-
tism, in fact, often in spite of its
anti-Semitic attitudes. It was more
often the case that people became
anti-Semitic after joining the party
than, that they joined for anti-
Semitic reasons. A survey of Nazi
party members in the thirties
showed that 8.5% of them were
what could be called "hard-core"
anti-Semites, whereas clearly one
third had no trace of anti-Semi-
tism. It should be emphasized,
however, that although people did
not vote because of anti-Semitic
beliefs, they were well aware that
this was a major platform of the
party, and this factor did.not stop
them from supporting the Nazis.
Germans, like all people, were
more interested in their own well
being than in anything else. This
was the major factor which kept
them from supporting anti-Semi-
tism. The Jews were seen as an
economic necessity, and the con-
sumers were not willing to do
away with them economically or
physically as this would give the
Germans monopolies in all areas
of commerce. This can be seen in
the poor reception given the boy-
cott of Jewish goods in 1933. The
measure was very unpopular,
lasted only a short time and was
never tried again. Material con-
siderations were more important
than ideological ones.
Although people saw sanctions
and violence against the Jews as
wrong, the Nazis were able.to in-
still in them the belief that a
"Jewish Question" did exist. With
repeated referral to the Jews as a
problem that had to be solved, the
people began to take this point of •
view. In this way the Nazis suc-
ceeded in dehumanizing and de-
personalizing the Jews so that they
were no longer individuals or even
a people, but a "problem" with
which no one knew what to do.
By the beginning of World War
II anti-Semitism was not much
greater a force than it had been in
the early thirties..Many high offi-
cials in the government considered
that it had been a mistake to em-
phasize anti-Semitism, as it often
seemed to do more harm than
good, and anti-Bolshevism pro-
vided a greater nationalizing force
than anti-Semitism throughout
Germany. Anti-Semitism was seen
as a unifying force within the
party echelon, but not among the
people as a whole. This is one of
the major reasons for the secrecy
that accompanied the Final Solu-
tion. Officials were worried that
people would not react favorably
to that which was being done.
Dr. Kershaw upheld that the
Germans, in fact, knew relatively
little about the actual killing of
the Jews. Rumours floated back
from the Eastern Front concern-
ing the mass shootings, but
knowledge of the gas chambers in
the concentration camps was quite
confined. Apparently hints of the
exterminations did exist, but peo-
ple in a wartime nation are more
worried about their own lives than
investigating the truth. In a nation
at war it is usual for individuals
to become introverted. Concern
for one's family, need for food
and other provisions and worry
about friends at the front replace ,
contemplation about humanitar-
ian ideals. This was not an excuse
for the lack of action by the Ger-
man people, simply a statement
that the Germans knew little about
the exterminations and were too
distracted to find out about them.
Dr. Kershaw maintains that
Hitler had to do extraordinarily
little for the extermination to take
place. He does believe that Hitler
was necessary to set everything in
motion and establish the momen-
tum, but that the actual atrocities
took place because of the rolling
action of the bureaucracy. Be-
cause Hitler had initially ex-
pressed his opinions and desires,
members of the bureaucracy
thereafter set things in motion in
anticipation of his wishes. Dr.
Kershaw argued that Hitler did
not have to do or say anything for
the Holocaust to be "set in motion.
The government officials ,
what he would have them do.
Dr. Kershaw concluded his lec-
ture with a condemnation of the
governmental system that existed
in Germany in the Third Reich.
Dictatorships, he said, inevitably
lead to the types of situations
which occurred in Germany be-
cause of the apathy and passivity
that they promote. When one is
accustomed to having one's deci-
sions made by someone else, then
one grows out of touch with the
world and reality. Only in a par-
ticipatory democracy can events
such as the Holocaust be averted.
James T. Bush born in Detroit,
Michigan in 1929. He entered-the
Navy after graduating from the
University of Michigan in 1952.
During his early Naval career he
served in destroyers and cruisers.
In 1956 he was selected for sub-
marine duty. His first submarine
was the deisel-electric submarine
USS BLUEGILL which had been
selected for duty in nuclear sub-
marines. His first nuclear subma-
rine was the USS ROBERT E.
LEE, the second Polaris missile
firing submarine to go to sea on
Polaris patrols.
Captain Bush was Executive of-
ficer of the USS TRITON and
USS JOHN C. CALHOUN, be-
fore assuminmg command of the
USS SIMON BOLIVAR in 1967.
He left the BOLIVAR in 1970 for
the duty on the staff on the Com-
mander in Chief U.S. Naval
Forces Europe in London, Eng-
land. While on duty in England
he received a Masters Degree in
International Relations from the
University of Southern Califor-
nia. He returned to the United
States in 1972 to the Staff of the
Chief of Naval Operations. From
1973 to 1975 Captain Bush was on
the temporary disability retired
list, while stricken with cancer,
During this time the worked on
the staffs of Congresswoman Pa-
tricia Schroeder from Denver,
Colorado and Senator Philip Hart
from Michigan.
Having recovered from cancer,
Captain Bush returned to active
duty in 1975 as Operations and
Readiness Officer for the Com-
mander, United States Second
Fleet in NOrfolk, Virginia. He re-
tired from the Navy in September
1977. - '
While on duty in the Navy,
Captain Bush received several let-.
ters of commendation in addition
to the Navy Commendation
Medal in 1970 and the Navy
Achievement Medal 1977.
After a brief period on the staff
of Senator Lloyd Bentsen of
Texas, Captain Bush became a
stock broker with Merrill Lynch
in the spring of 1979. In the fall
of 1982 he left the financial world
to join the Center for Defense In-
formation where he is currently an
Associate Director.
Captain Bush is married to Pa-
tricia J. Bush, Ph. D. who is an
Associate Professor at George-
town Medical School in the De-
partment of Community and
Family Medicine. Captain Bush
and Doctor Bush have two chil-
dren, Sunley H, Bush of Ypsi-
. lanti, Michigan and James T,
Bush Jr. pf Naples, Florida.
Proxmire Lecture
continued from page 3
with the world and the people in
it. When asked to comment on the
rising tide of conservatism in
American colleges, he said that it
was to follow a conservative out-
look when dealing with spending,
or matters involving institutions,
but he felt that a liberal outlook
was necessary when dealing with
public rights and social programs
that one might be involved with;
The brothers of Saint Anthony
Hall put on a good show witfiffl*
little help from a sharp senator.
Sylvestre Attends Conference
The Annual Foreign Affairs
Conference held at Annapolis un-
der the auspices of the U.S. Nava!
Acaademy was held from April
10-13.
150 National and Internatiom.
schools. were represented at the
Conference this year. Expenses for
• the 3-4 day conference are paid
for one student representative
from each school by either the
school itself or Annapolis. Each
day students were broken up into
roundtables to discuss issues in the
field of International Relations.
These groups met twice a day.
This year the focus of discus-
sion was on civil and military re-
lations within the Soviet Union.
In addition to the discussion ses-
sions there were also a number of
speakers one of which was Robert'
McFarland, special ambassador to
the Middle East.
The Trinity representative this
year was Peter Sylvestre '84, an
International Relations Major.
Not only was he a participant but
• he also wrote an essay for the
Captain Roy. C. Smith III Essay
Competition which garnered him
an honorable mention, accom-
panied by a prize of $100. The
essay was entitled "The Role of
the Military in Soviet Domestic
Politics." Peter was congratu-
lated by Rear Admiral Larson for
his significant achievement be-
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Just when all the uproar over the "fraternity issue" had
quieted down, the fraternities are again in the spotlight.
This time the problem centers around the various forms of
administrative action — ranging from an "informal letter
of advice" to "restriction" — taken against several fratern-
ities for, with the exception of Crow, violation of College
alcohol regulations. So why is there a problem? If the
fraternities have violated regulations, they should be pun-
ished. They had ample warning, but if it seems that they're
being hit all at once, they should have known from the
onset of the fraternity issue that they would be watched
more closely than ever.
Now, fraternities feel they're being unfairly persecuted.
Other student organizations should not be, and are not,
exempt from the regulations. If they're not being as closely
watched as fraternities, they should be, but they should
also be given the same warning fraternities had.
If the College enforces alcohol regulations, it is not out
of a desire to close down the fraternities, or to crush social
life, or to force students to go to TCAC parties. These
regulations were not designed to make it difficult for stu-
dents to have parties, but are important to the quality of
Trinity social life, not to mention the fact that some, such
as proof of drinking age, are state mandated. If these
regulations may be a bit inconvenient to comply with, they
are not restricting the freedom of student organizations.
Trinity's social atmosphere is open, but if students are to
enjoy this freedom,'they must act responsibly.
If the fraternities are willing to play a responsible role at
Trinity they must take their social role seriously by follow-
ing regulations and accepting punishment if they fail to
do so. TCAC and other students organizations must play
the same role. There should not be rivalry between fratern-
ities and other student organizations — all should equally




Arts Section Is Being Poorly Handled
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
Carl Rosen's poor handling of the
Arts/Entertainment section. The
large photograph of himself was
so ridiculous that it managed to '
be funny, but his performance in
last week's Tripod doesn't even
achieve that.
Although the issue of April 17
contained four pictures of Wis-
dom and a review of the Wisdom
symposium, there was no review
of the play itself, nor one of that
week's senior art exhibit. Instead,
there was this: a review of Canter-
bury Tales, (when was that, a
month ago?) an article on a hard-
core show in New Haven, and an-
other on this spring's rise in record
manufacturing. I enjoyed these
articles because they were well-
written and held more personal
interest than the usual Tripod
fare, but they simply shouldn't
have been there before articles re-
viewing either Wisdom or the art
show.
I realize the shortage of writers
and that it may be difficult to a l - '
ways have senior art shows writ-
ten up, but this is the Arts/
Entertainment Editor's job and
Carl Rosen should show some re-
sponsibility for this position.
(Why include a photograph of an
exhibit that wasn't reviewed?)
And there is no excuse for not
covering Wisdom in his section
last week •— a review of the sym-
posium is not a substitute for a
by Martin Bihl
Did you know that there are
dirty books well within the reach
of our younsters? Oh, they're
cleverly disguised, and at first
glance you might not think them
obscene. But they are, all right.
Right down to the graphic details
and the smutty innuendos. And I
think that something ought to be
done. Not just for those kids out
there, whose minds might suffer
irreperable damage, but for my-
self. I find some of these books so
revolting that their very presence
offends me and gives me a nasty
case of the heeby-jeebies.
I say, ban the'suckers.
Sure, why not? What's more
important, anyway, some measly
little Constitution, or the moral
character of the world? I'm sure
if our illustrious forefathers were
around today, they'd ban books.
They'd be astounded at what was
going on. Well, since they couldn't
make it, I've appointed myself as
their spokesman. Here are a few
books that ,we would like to see
• less of.
Anything having to do with
Donald Duck. Did you ever look
closely at that guy? Did you ever
look at his clothing? Did you ever
notice that he isn't wearing any
pants? How much more obscene
can you get than trouseless aquatic
fowl? Same thing with Peter Rab-
bit. And don't even talk to me
about Bugs Bunny. Total buff.
Oh, sure, it's cute with little furry
animals, but just picture Mel
Blanc up there, parading about in
his birthday suit. Not quite so cute
anymore, is it?
I think that everyone would
agree that there are only two
things more obscene than a semi-
clad duck. One is Communism,
and the other is poor people. For
these reasons, we think we should
ban everything Steinbeck ever
wrote. I mean, not only does he
write about poor people, and not
only does he write about Com-
munist poor people, and not only
does he write about Communist
poor people, but he writes about
dirty' Communist poor people.
What's he got against people who
shower occasionally? What's he
got against rich people? Is this
what we want our children read-
ing? We think not.
Ulysees, of course, is right out.
We don't think that we can iiriT
prove upon the words of Utah
Senator Reed Smoot, when he said
in 1934 that a ten minute reading
of Ulysees ,
"Indicated that it is written
by a man with a diseased
mind and a soul so black that
he would even obscure the
darkness of Hell. Nobody
could write a book like that
unless his heart was just as
rotten as it could possibly
b e . " • •
Not bad for a Mormon. We could
sure use more men like him:
Smoot, I mean. •
Next, Lord of the Flies by Wil-
liam Golding. We don't care if he
did win the Nobel Prize this year.
The Nobel Prize is awarded by
Scandanavians who are just for-
eigners who haven't got enough
sense to be Americans. In Lord of
the Flies, you got these kids,
they're all young, they're all boys,
and they're all stranded on this
tropical island. Alone. Without
proper adult supervision. Inva-
rious stages of undress. Well, you
get the idea. Ban it.
Lest you think we're behind the
times, that book banning is some-
thing of the McCarthy era, let us
remind you that the good old days
are coming back. Upright citizens
are banning Vonnegut even as we
speak. Orwell, Hawthorne and
Salinger are all being purged by
civic minded people. In 1975 Kan-
awha County in West Virginia had
the guts to ban the Iliad (a filthy
war novel), Plato's Republic (like
The Communist Manifesto, only
worse) and Animal Farm (an
amoral pig story), among others.
1965 saw Boston ban Naked
Lunch (nude dieting), I960 San
Jose banned The Sun A Iso Rises
(who cares about Spain?), and in
1954, The National Organization
of Decent Literature banned
Flaubert's Madame Bovary
("Madame", for those of you
don't know, is the title given to
the female owners of brothels).
For more recent progress, look to
Minneapolis-St. Paul, where leg-
islature banning literature that
portays the subjugation of women
is pending. Be prepared to kiss
The Scarlet Letter, Sons and Lov-
ers and Le Morte D'Arthur good-
bye. Figuratively, of course.
And if such a law is in our fu-
ture, how far behind can laws
banning literature that portrays
the subjugation of men be? Or
blacks? Or Jews? Or Hispanics,
Chinese, Russians, Latvians or re-
tarded German youths? Soon,
only pure literature will be al-
lowed, literature that portrays
everyone as equal, happy, well-
adjusted and economically self
sufficient. And clean, don't forget
clean.
Of course, we'll allow Harold
Robbins to stay. I mean, after all,
he's an artist.
play review. A review of Wisdom
was in fact turned into the Tripod,
and I can't imagine what legiti-
mate reason the "Arts/Entertain-
ment Editor had for not putting it
in. Wisdom was one of the major
productions of the year, and is
more relevant to our campus than
anything in Carl Rosen's section
last week. Maybe he could have
put a couple of those April 17 ar-
ticles in place of his picture in the
April 10 issue, and covered Wis-
dom and the art show in last
week's paper as he should have.
Kristine Belson
Rosen Responds To Criticism
Editor's note: This is a copy of a
letter sent in reply to Kristine Bel-
son.
Dear Miss Belson:
Thank you for your commen-
tary. 1 am sorry that the weekly
"performance" of the Arts/En-
tertainment section is not up to
your standards. If you are both-
ered by the limitations of the cov-
erage of certain campus events, I
suggest that you offer your serv-
ices to the Tripod. It is unfortun-
ate that an average of one person
a week comes to ask for an article
assignment for the Arts pages.
I am also sorry that you cannot
•imagine why one article is pub-
lished over another article on a
certain date. For your edification
I will explain the situation con-
cerning the specific articles you
have cited and relate those to the
overall editing considerations.
The picture of the Arts/Enter-
tainment Editor on April 10th.can
be explained by the post-deadline
inclusion of a third Arts page. No
articles were available for the
space taken up by the Arts edi-
tor's photograph. I am glad you
coylcl see the humor in -the. situa-
tion. Concerning the April 17th
issue, the limitation of one page
for the Arts/Entertainment sec-
tion - also imposed after the dead-
line, prohibited the publication of
yet another article devoted to
"Wisdom" at that time. No arti-
cle printed was a "substitute."
Part of the responsibility of being
an editor of the Tripod includes a
conception of timeliness. The
"Wisdom" article did not require
immediate publication, as the play
has not run its course and will be
presented on May 5. I regret that
you disapprove of the publication
of the article on "The Canterbury
Tales," but the disruption of
Spring Break prevented an earlier
publication of the well-written ar-
ticle. I am also sorry you do not
approve of the Wendy Perkin's
exhibit photo. The Tripod often
devotes photographs to events not
otherwise covered.
Again I am sorry you do not
approve of certain editorial deci-
sions, and I should hope that all
future commentary is made with
a more careful appreciation of the
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TCAC President Responds: Accusations False, Ill-informed and Misleading
Dear Trinity Community,
The last week or so ray job as
President of TCAC has become
unnecessarily difficult. While I
have been campaigning for more
student interest in TCAC, 1 don't
perceive the attention we have re-
ceived recently as being the cause
for great celebration, but rather a
time to fortify our defenses and
strengthen our relationshiup with
the students. 1 am compelled to
take the charges levelled against
TCAC in last week's Tripod per-
sonally and in the fashion that one
takes a blow below the belt.
TCAC's relationship to the stu-
dents and The College (read
Administration/Faculty) must be
clarified so that the new wave of
mud-slinging, false accusations
and stupid, off-the-wall com-
ments can be staunched,
TCAC is an approved organi-
zation of the S.G.A., the parent
student organization. Therefore
the organization's membership is
restricted to include elected un-
dergraduates, and. our advisors
have no decision making power.
More importantly, our funding
comes from the S.G.A. Budget
Committee, which is also made up
of students. TCAC is funded in
the same way that the Tripod, or
A.P.O. or The Debate Society is.
We are not College funded, we
have never received a penny from
the Dean's Offices, or from Pres-
ident English, or from Discretion-
ary Funds or from any Academic
Department. It is simply ignorant
and misleading to claim that
TCAC is College funded and I ad-
vise critics of the new regulations
(and TGAC, especially the en-
lightened Mr. Harper) to limit
their comments to those areas
where their command of the facts
Sends credence to their claims.
My role as President of TCAC
is a constant struggle to balance
dogma with persona] interest.
TCAC is intended to provide en-
tertainment to the campus at
large, We are to be viewed as an
alternative/st<pp/eme«r to the
happenings on Vernon Street. I
am a very proud brother of the
Fraternity Delta Psi, and as such,
I am not particularly interested
in seeing fraternities on restric-
tion, made to go co-ed, or abol-
ished. To suggest that TCAC is in
collusion with the College to af-
fect any of these changes is a di-
rect reflection on me. I may be
silly, but I am not a fool. I am •
also not a puppet, which seems to
me what many people have im-
plicitly said. I will not stand for
ill-informed, narrow-minded,
puerile, reactionary students using
TCAC as political leverage with
the College. The College is happy
with TCAC because we have pro-
vided outstanding entertainment
in Mather, anyone who was at
Video Night would agree. But
TCAC, like every other organiza-
tion, has a responsibility to ob-
serve the rules, and on occasion
we have not.
TCAC is made up of students
from all classes, many of whom
are not aware of the subtleties of
the new regulations. But that is
my fault. TCAC was recently (and
officially) admonished and we ac-
cept the punishment like adults,
. Unfortunately, that cannot also be
said of certain fraternity/sorority'
members. Wednesday, April 11,
TCAC was the object of a pre-
meditated witch hunt in which at
least one minor knowingly ac-
quired beer, but filed a complaint.
If this person was not a fraternity
member (nor the one who got the
beer), then I could take his charges
seriously. Whatever happened to
honesty and dignity? I believe that
if you are wrong, you accept your
fate and don't point the finger
elsewhere. I am pretty sure the
College likes nothing better than
to see the typically scatterbrained
and defensive tactics of certain
fraternity members. All this dis-
sention makes great ammunition
for the College to use the next
time it discusses.the Fraternity Is-
sue.
Finally, I must correct Ms.
Stempler, who appears to be a vic-
tim of the same tunnel-vision she
accuses the College of. According
to the Mather Building Attendant
Admin. Crushing Social Life
To the Editor:
Two years ago, the New York
Times came out with a new guide
to colleges and universities. Three
criteria were used to evaluate each
school: Academics, Social Life,
and Quality of Living. Trinity re-
ceived an overall score of thrirteen
to tie with Yale as the best school
in Connecticut. It received a five
for both its social life and qualilty
fo living, the highest possible
score, but only a three for its ac-
. ademics. Outraged, the faculty
and administration, rather than
place the blame on themselves,
took the easy way out and blamed
Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the
Editor. All letters miist be
signed, although names will
be held upon request. Letters
which are libelous or in poor
taste will not be printed.
All letters must be typed
and no longer than 250
words. The deadline for sub-
mission is on Fridays at 5:00
p.m. Please deliver all letters
and commentary,via campus
mail (Box ,1310) or to the
Tripod office in the basement
of Jackson Hall....
this on the social life. Since then,
they have'devoted their time and
energy to crushing the social life
to the point where one wonders if
this is Trinity College or Trinity
High SChool.
Various members of the faculty
and administration picture them-
selves as crusaders trying to make
Trinity match their ideal of a per-
fect society. When they finally get
down off their white horses, they
wJU see that rather than raising the
academic rating they will have
lowered the ratings of social life
and quality of living to three or
below. Maybe Trinity will fall to
the same fate as the University of
Hartford and not even be in-
cluded in the next New York
Times Guide. Alumni will not
look back fondly upon their years
at Trinity but with bitter con-
tempt. If they ever fee! generous,
they will probably send their do-
nations to The Russian Lady or
The College View Cafe where they
spent most of their weekends once
the school's social life was driven
off campus. When the faculty and
administration finally take a good
look around the battlefield upon
which they struggled to wrest con-
trol from the Trustees, they will
realize that the only things that
have not changed over the years
are their inadequacies.
Edward McGehee '84
and the Administrator on call
April 11, TCAC checked ID's (it
is not true that "after an hour"
we stopped), and our alternative
beverage was attractively pack-
aged and readily accesible, in strict
accordance with the rules. Alpha
Delta Phi Fraternity was put on
restriction for not having an at-
tractive alternative beverage and
improper carding practices. It was
fair to admonish TCAC because
this was our first official warning
and we are being admonished bas-
ically for having minors serve al-
cohol. Alpha Delta Phi has had
numerous skirmishes with the
College this year and finally the
College felt that AD had used all
the rope it needed to hang itself.
Lastly, Ms. Stempler foolishly
tries to imply that TCAC had
something to do with the fact that
a security, guard napped during
our party. I must concede that all
student organizations have the
right to permit security guards to
sleep at their functions, but not if
those groups are serving minors.
Stick to the point, Randi. All or-
ganizations have a right to be
granted the same warnings and
second chances that every frater-
nity has had the privilege of. If a
group gets put on probation on its
third transgression, then equal
treatment means all other groups
must enjoy the same grace sched-
ule.
In conclusion, I am strongly
aware of the growing influence of
the College on social life. Poten-
tial plans to make Trinity a "dry"
school (including fraternities) if
the drinking age goes up to 21 has
profound bearing on what has
happened recently. I am sure
President English's displeasure
with the fact that none of the fra-
ternities have gone co-ed has had
some impact also. If fraternities
are doing good things, don't talk
them down. If TCAC is doing
good things, please don't talk us
down. We share the position of
being student organizations and
the fall of one may lead to the
collapse of others. Challenge the
Administration on "the eleven
o'clock rule," "the donation
rule," and other rules which have
encumbered and complicated,
rather than enhanced, student life.
Do not try to involve TCAC in
petty political mind games, we are
not making the rules. I hope that
the question of biased enforce-
ment can be settled, but do not
use TCAC as a scapegoat. The
only thing we should be accused
of is providing a good time. You
know what they say about glass
houses.
1 implore the students, and es-
pecially the Greek system at Trin-
ity, to band together to work out
these problems rather than to cre-
ate a divisive atmosphere that is
hostile to constructive communi-
cation. I would venture to say that
under the latter conditions, TCAC





TCAC Providing Excellent Social Alternative
To the Editor:
In response to letter's which ap-
peared in last week's Tripod:
I am writing this letter to de-
fend TCAC (and the administra-
tion) against many of the false
accusations printed in several of
last week's letters to the Editor.
First, the administration real-
izes that the fraternity system is a
major part of Trinity's social life.
Yet, the fraternities should not
dominate the entire social scene of
the school. This is why the admin-
istration has set up TCAC. The
faculty realized that they must do
something to help Trinity's social
development. Since not everyone
enjoys going to fraternity parties,
TCAC offers viable entertainment
for the entire student body.
Because this is TCAC's first
year, it is in a learning and grow-
ing stage of its existence. It is true
that TCAC has violated some of
the school regulations, much like
the fraternities, but its first infrac-
tion occurred on Wednes-
day, April 11. TCAC realizes that
it is very difficult to enforce all
rules (especially with a shortened
staff fo volunteers), but they have
been making an honest and tire-
less effort. With every school
function, TCAC learns more and
more about how to abide by
school regulations.
The fraternities, however, have
been in existence for quite a while
and are much more experienced in
enforcing these regulations. I re-
alize, though, that it is. still a very
difficult task. The fraternities are
to be congratulated in their ef-
forts.
One of the points I am trying
to make is that the administration
is not pointing fingers at the fra-
ternities. If the authors of the pre-
vious letters had waited, they
would have discovered that TCAC
was also admonished for breaking
regulations.
Since the fraternities had re-
ceived warnings earlier in the year
before being punished, it is fait to
allow TCAC the same courtesy.
This is why TCAC was merely
warned for its first infraction.
TCAC, however, must be just as
careful as the fraternities, for they
face the same punishment.
The second point I would like
to make is this: TCAC parties thus
far have been very successful de-
spite fraternity parties occurring
at the same time. There have been
two TCAC parties since the pun-
ishment of the fraternities and the
number of. people attending has
not increased. Despite how most
people feel, the TCAC activities
have been independent of frater-
nity activities. I know this because
I have been to both fraternty and
TCAC parties.
The final point deals with un-
fair accusations made at TCAC.
As I stated earlier, it is true that
TCAC has violated school regu-
lations. But isn't it true that fra-
ternities have also violated many
regulations? Considering the
number of years fraternities have
Frats Willing To Cooperate
Editor's No(c: The following letter was
sen! to President English and Vice
President Smith last week.
Dear Messrs. English, Smith:
.Since the beginning of this aca-
demic year the fraternities and so-
rorities on campus have been
cooperative with the Administra-
tion in the implementation of the
new student regulations. We have
accepted the fact that the Admin-
istration will be playing a more
active role in the governance of
our organizations. We have been
attempting, in good faith to meet
these new standards, but, we be-
lieve that we are, not being met
with equal cooperation by the
Administration.
The regualations in our opinion
are vague and have been subject
to various interpretations by ad-
ministrators at the expense of our
freedom. There seem to be no ex-
act regulations which everyone,
both student groups and admin-
istrators, can follow to the letter. .
During this year, the guidelines for
social events involving alcoholic
beverages have been progressively
qualified and interpreted toward
more stringent enforcement.
However, the more-we adhere to
the guidelines the more they seem
to change.'
We are willing to work with the
new guidelines. The success with
which we accomplish this will,
however, depend upon the Admn-
istration's willingness to clarify
the new regulations and cooperate
with the fraterntiy/sorority sys-




been in existence, this is a shame-
ful showing of rule violations. I
am all for the fraterhiyy system,
but if we are going to be petty...!
Being TCAC's first year in exist-
ence, it
is doing an excellent job of pro-
viding entertainment while trying
to follow regulations. I congratu-
late all TCAC members in a fine
effort.
The realist would view these
past few weeks as being a hard
time for the fraternal system. JQjey
have received harsh punishment
for minor infractions. It is true
that the fraternities have violated
school regulations, so we must
bear with the administrations ac-
tions, and not point fingers at
others. TCAC should not be a
scapegoat fort the administra-
tion's actions, for TCAC is truly
bieng treated the same as any
other student organizations.
In addition, I would like to
thank and congratulate Tyelr
Barnes on a fine effort in promot-
ing and running TCAC Cave ac-
tivities. Tyler has run most of the
activities thus far in the Cave. Not.
many people relaize the amount
of work required for each show.
The day of the show he puts in at
least 10 hours of work. There is
also much advertising and other
requirements which must be done
before the show. I do not know
how many times I have seen him
do most of this himself. Tyler is a
very hard-working and dedicated
individual. I admire, congratulate
and thank Tyler for his efforts,
Without him, I feel this year's
• Cave activities would not have
gone as well. I congratulate Tyler
again in doing such a great-job in
a thankless position.
Howard S. Young
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Administration And Students Should Cooperate Toward A Positive Social Life
Editor's Note: The following let-
ter was sent to the administration
and trustees.
To the Editor:
We, as concerned seniors,
would like to raise a number of
points regarding present adminis-
trative policies towards social life
at Trinity. Our comments are in
response to recent administrative
actions and an increasingly disil-
lusioned student body. Those.of
us who have signed this letter have
been active and dedicated during
our time here in the mission of
making Trinity an ever-stronger
liberal arts college. Although we
are signing this as individuals,
many will recognize the consti-
tuencies we have represented over
the years.
It is our understanding that the
new regulations are in part an at-
tempt to include fraternities under
the umbrella of student activities.
Such inclusion was intended to fa-
cilitate the flow of information re-
garding social activities and
enhance the College's ability to
assist in the creation of viable so-
cial alternatives to fraternities and
sororities. Now, despite adminis-
trative claims to the contrary, it
appears that fraternities are suf-
fering a direct attack on their ac-
tivities. For at the same time,
organizations funded by the Col-
lege and using College buildings
are not even admonished for the
same violations which have put
fraternities on probation. In fact,
some parties are not even moni-
tored. This inconsistent rule en-
forcement is hypocritical: those
who created a set of rules aimed
at putting fraternities on the same
plane as all other student organi-
zations are now enforcing those
same regulations on fraternities
but ignoring or less stringently en-
forcing them with regard to other
organizations.
Most students are willing to ac-
cept a fair and equitable enforce-
ment of reasonable regulations.
However, attempts to arbitrarily
discredit and restrict the operation
of social organizations are only
creating an unnecessary, counter-
productive, and divisive attitude
within the student body. This is a
College Press Service
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students perceive an administra-
tion acting in opposition to stu-
dents. This is the antithesis of
what the College should be striv-
ing for.
The administration must rec-
ognize that a responsible, healthy
social atmosphere is imperative
for the well-being of the College.
It is not in the College's best in-
terset for the administration to in-
consistently enforce unnecessary
rules. Reasonable rules, however,
should be enforced in an unbiased
manner. Providing an "equally
attractive alternative beverage,"
enforcing- the State-mandated
drinking age, and calling for sen-
sitivity to those around us. are the
only objectives these regulations
should address. Enforcing an "al-
cohol policy" to the point of clos-
ing down parties and controling
campus social life only serves to
drive students off campus and
create a hostile student-adminis-
trator relationship. The result is
only counterproductive and self
defeating, despite any original
good intentions.
Trinity is changing. We ap-
plaud many of these changes.
However, those calling for change
should recognize the value of po-
sitive cooperation rather than an-
tagonism. The reputation of
Trinity should be centered on a
strong academic climate and a so-
cial life based on responsible free-
dom which will turnout well-
rounded, socially adept men and
women. What is perceived as
"change" by some administrators
is adversely affecting this positive
reputation.
The perception is that the Col-
lege is reassuminmg the role of
"in loco parentis". If this is ths
case, let it be widely published
around campus and in the college
catalogue. Then observe what
happens to the type of students we
attract and the reactions of al-
umni. Our own students are the
best advertisement to attract fu-
ture students. Trinity will become
a very different institutio'n if these
regulatory processes continue.
As future alumni and therefore
future contributors, we would like
to support an institution with
strong academic and complemen-
tary social programs. Let us foster
an environment In which students
are encouraged to grow and ma-
ture freely and responsibly. At the
same time, we should strive to
avoid unnecessary conflicts. To
this end, we hope our letter will
serve as a vehicle to further dia-
logue between students and ad-













Song Offensive And Degrading
To the Editor:
The Pfesident'sSpecial Council
on Women-wishes to respond to
an incident which occurred on
campus, namely the singing of a
song about gang rape on the
premises of the Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity. We shall not address
where this event occurred, nor de-
bate which student organizations
are responsible — these particular
matters are the proper concern of
the Dean of Students' Office.
Rather, we feel obligated, as a
council committed to the needs
and interests of women at Trinity,
to draw attention to the serious
nature of such conduct in our
community and to the very real
need for education about why
such behavior is offensive and un-
acceptable. To those who would
dismiss such an event as the play-
ful antics of students at a party,
we ask what their response would
be if these students were bellowing
songs celebrating the degradation
and brutalization of a racial or
religious group. Acts which deni-
grate women are equally repug-
nant, and must be treated no less
seriously. We urge those respon-
sible for 'student life, both leaders
of student organizations and ad-
ministrative offices, to recognize
and act upon the need at Trinity
for on-going education in this
area.
The President's Special Council
on Women
Dow Responds To Letter
To the Editor: , . lightly lest we, too, suffer the
In response to a letter in the
April 17th issue of the Tripod...
Yes, I own a large dog. In fact,
1 own a very large dog, but the
one who resides almost daily in
my office is the size qf a large
house-cat. Visitors to my office
.shoiild rest-assured that the dog
who may greet them has never bit-
ten anyone. (Nor, for that matter,
has the very large dog ever bitten
anyone. The small dog who might
have wanted to, bite someone was
returned several weeks ago and re-
placed by a half-brother who has
only good will to offer and is,
therefore, more suited to office
life.) ; .'••
College policy stipulates, "Un-
dergraduates are1 not permitted to
have animals on the Trinity Col-
lege campus or in any of its build-
ings..." (page 83 of the Trinity
College Handbook). My letter in
the April 10th issue of the Tripod
was simply an appeal to those of
.us who still retain the privilege of
having pets on-campusJo tread
purge that undergraduates expe-
rienced in the early '70's. I made
that appeal after, having to fend
off a loose dog while walking mine
on-lead.
Inasmuch as my position re-
quires that I enforce the "no pets
in undergraduate housing" aspect
of the "no pets" rule, I have, for
that and other reasons, never ac-
cepted the College's offer of ad-
ministrative housing.
Furthermore, to the best of my
knowledge, any RC/As who have
pets- had long ago arranged for
them to reside off-campus and
now enjoy only visitation rights.
Until such time as the Tripod's
management and contributors
demonstrate a sense of fair play
and a regard for truth, I have ap-
preciated my last issue of the Tri-
pod.
Sincerely ,-
Kristina B. Dow, Director
Office of Residential Services




Beirut (MER) — As the United
States continues to lick the
wounds of its damaged Middle
East polilcy, the Soviet Union has
launched a diplomatic offensive in
t̂he region.
The American troop with-
drawal from Beirut "has cost us a
lot," Secretary of State George
Shultz said, and it has under-
mined Washington's credibility in
the Middle East.
Some analysts would go further
to say that American military in-
volvement in Lebanon was a gross
foreign policy mistake that seems
to have played into the hands of
the Soviet Union, Syria's princi-
pal supporter and arms supplier.
This week, a Soviet Communist
Party delegation led by Karen
Brutents, deputy head of the for-
eign relations section in the Cen-
tral Committee of the party,
visited Lebanon where he met Le-
banese officials and political lead-
ers.
Brutents came to Beirut at the
invitation of the Soviet-oriented
Lebanese Communist Party and
the Progressive Socialist Party of
Druze leader Walid Jumblatt. Al-
though he visited Lebanon once
last year, he was given a cold
shoulder by Lebanese official-
dom.
Last month, Soviet First Dep-
uty Prime Minister Geidar Aiiyev
paid a three-day official visit to
Damascus where he met Syrian
President Hafez Asaad and the
other government officials.
Although no specific Soviet
commitments were disclosed-at the
end of the visit, the Syrian state
media reported afterwards that the
Soviet Union agreed to build Syr-
ia's first nuclear power plant.
The Kuwaiti newspaper Al
Qabas reported that one result of
Aliyev's visit was an agreement to
supply Syria with the latest models
of its warplanes, the MIG-29 and
MIG-31.
The purpose of the delay, ac-
cording to the paper, was to up-
grade the Syrian Air Force and
"to shift its role from defense to
attacks" as part of Syria's efforts
to "redress the strategic balance
of power with Israel.''
Al Qabas said the deal also pro-
vided for equipping Syria with an
electronic defense system to match
the new satellite-aided communi-
cations network Washington sup-
plied to Israel under the two
countries' strategic cooperation
agreement.
Syria and Iraq, though ruled by
bitterly rival factions of the Arab
Baath Socialist Party, both have
signed a longterm treaty of friend-
ship and cooperation with Mos-
cow.
Despite Syria's support to the
Islamic revolutionary regime in
Iran, however, the Soviet Union
appears to be taking Iraq's side in
demanding a peaceful settlement
of the protracted Iraq-Iran war.
After a visit to Iraq last month
by a Soviet economic, technical,
and scientific delegation, Iraqi
First Deputy Premier Tana Yassin
Ramadan said he would soon be
WHOOPS! TjMe To
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going to Moscow for a visit, which
he envisaged to be "a turning
point in Soviet-Iraqi relations," a
possible reference to former So-
viet support in the Gulf war.
In addition to these Soviet ef-
forts at re-entering the Middle
East in the wake of the erosion in
U.S. presence, Moscow has been
trying to promote a unified Arab
bloc that would push Soviet pro-
posals for an international peace
conference.
The focus of this diplomatic
drive has been Syria and Yasser
Arafat's Palestine Liberation Or-
ganization.
Coinciding with this Soviet dip-
lomatic offensive is a growing
Arab disenchantment with the"
United States.
Apart from the anti-American
campaigns by Arab headliners
such as Syria, Libya and Palestin-:
ian dissidents, sharp ciriticism for
U.S. policy in the Middle East also
has come from pro-Western King
Hussein of Jordan.
The Jordanian monarch has
also advocated an international
conference on the Middle East,
arguing that Washington has lost
its credibility as a Middle East
peace negociator. A joint Jordan-
PLO delegation is expected to visit
Moscow and other world capitals
to elaborate on this new shift in
emphasis.
Moscow's strategy now appears
to be aimed at establishing the So-
viet Union as a key power on ati'
equal level with the United States
in the Middle East peace process.
China And Japan Pledge Cooperation
by Christina Gonzalez
Senior Staff Writer
A pledge between top Chinese
leaders and visiting Japanese
Prime Minister Yashiro Nakasone
could mean friendship and coop-
eration for both nations. If thier
pledge takes root, it could prove
to be as significant as the recon-
ciliation that West Germany,
France and Britain achieved since
World War II.
The obstacles, however, are
great because of the countries
many differneces. In the case of
Germany, integration was made
possible because of shared politi-
cal and economic values and sys-
tems. But China is communist,
while Japan's system in based on
free enterprise and pluralistic de-
mocracy. China has a vast terri-
tiory and a population of 1 billion.
Japan is about the size of an av-
erage province, and its population
is one-ninth that of China.
The friendship and cooperation
Mr Nakasqne and his hosts are -
talking about does not signify even
the limited economic and political
integration in the European Com-
munity. The two neighbors are at-
tracted to each other in an odd
mixture of cultural affinity and
economic self-interest.
There exists a negative aspect to
their possible liason. It is felt by
some business in Japan, that
.someday Japan is bound to be
boycotted by the Western Euro-
peans and the Americans. If this
were to occur, Japan would have
no recourse but to join hands with
China. While these are the senti-
ments of a small minority, it
would be foolish to pretend that,
if economic frictions amoung the
United States, Western Europe,
and Japan are allowed to fester,
more Japanese will begin to share
this view.'
The more positive and hopeful
side of the attraction between Ja-
pan and China is t)ie fact that it
takes place with the-strong sup-
port of the United States. And in
the context of China's open-door
policy, modernization will em-
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phasize cooperation with all
Western countries, not just Ja-
pan.
China's leaders are well aware
of the deficiencies of the Soviet
economic model that they have
followed in the past, and have
broken away from it in several im-
portant areas. China's country-
side is flourishing because of
peasants' increasing freedom to
work as they please. Mr. Naka-
sone talked briefly with peasants
in a free market and in a com-
mune near Peking to see this phe-
nomenon first hand.
China now wants to transform
industry by introducing the more
efficient and profit-oriented ways
of the West through joint enter-
prises. They stressed their desire
to increase the level of private
Japanese investment in China. Ja-
pan has pledged increased
amounts of money" in the form of
low -interest government aid to
China. But overall, investment in
China totals only $20 million- one-
fourth what US firms are invest-
ing in joint enterprises.
Mr. Nakasone responded that
• the Japanese wanted to see a legal
structure more protective of for-
eign rights and interests, espe-
cially in the patent field. The
Prime Minister's visit was not one
of demands or complaints by
either side. Rather, Mr. Nakason-
e'goal, and that of -his hosts,
seemed to be to forge such close
ties that the two sides could have
disagreements on specific issues
without endangering the overall
bond.
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Collapse of Somalian Gov't Is Approaching
4mina Jama is a Somalian stu-
dent at Trinity. She left Somalia
nine years ago and now makes her
permanent home in Abu Dhabi,
where her husband lives with their
four children, two of their own
and two they raise for Amina's
sister-in-law, who is a widow. Her
husband, also Somalian, is a 1975
Trinity graduate.
by Amina Jama
Somalia is a nation in the
northeastern part of Africa which
covers approximately 246,000
square miles (a little smaller than
the size of Texas) and has a pop-
ulation of about three million
people.
European imperialism affected
Somalia just as it did the rest of
the African continent. During this
period in Africa the British, Ital-
ian and the French divided the
country among themselves,
grouping Somalia into two major
divisions — British Somaliland
and Italian Somaliland.There were
other territories smaller in area
which were partitioned into three
subdivisions, they are: the North
Frontier District (NFD) of Kenya,
Ogaden of Ethiopia and Djebouti
of French Somaliland. All three
of these territories are populated
predominantly by Somalians but
even today the NFD and Ogaden
are still under the control of Kenya
and Ethiopia respectively. The
Ogaden issue is a very serious one
and from time to time there is
fighting between the Somalian
Liberation Organization, and the
Ethiopian military.
After seventy one years of co-
lonial rule, both-British and Ital-
ian Somaliland received their
independence in 1960, the north-
ern British half on June 26 and
the southern controlled Italian
half on July 1st. These (wo terri-
tories formed one cohesive nation
named the Somali Republic, the
president being from the south
and the prime minister from the
north. This government lasted
only nine years, however, ending
when President Abdirasheed Ali
Shermarke was assassinated by
one of his own personal guards.
A few days after the president's
assasination a military coup
headed by General Mohammed
Siad Barre overthrew the civilian
government. This new govern-
ment immediately took the impor-
tant points and arrested the
former government officials and
other politically prominant peo-
ple. Shortly after everything was
brought under their control, the
coup introduced the Supreme
Revolutionary Council (SRC) and
General Mohammed Said Barre
was appointed the president.
General Barre announced a ban
on all political parties, abolished
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the National Assembly and sus-
pended the constitution. Then the
country was renamed as the So-
mali Demoratic Republic.
General Barre, who quickly ce-
mented a relationship with the So-
viet Union, declared Somalia to
be a Marxist state and also pro-
posed the radical transformation
of Somalian society through the
institution of a miliary regime.
This was termed "Scientific So-
cialism." A couple of months later
a great number of Soviet advisers,
doctors, teachers and technicians
poured into the country. A cen-
trally planned economy was intro-
duced by the Soviet Union
sabotaging the market force, price
incentive, exhange rates, and
causing economic collapse.
Groups of students, military offi-
cials and civilian administratoers
were sent to the USSR for differ-
ent kinds of training. Learning the
Russian language was made man-
datory in Somalian secondary
schools as the fifth language
taught to students. Russian was a.
must that every student in second-
ary school had to take.
By the 1970's the estimated
number of Russian advisers was
about seven to eight thousand.
They had control of the armed
forces, factories, and hospitals.
General Barre had introduced
Marxism into Somalia despite the
fact that this was contrary to the
heavy Muslim influence in the
country. By introducing this sys-
•' tem;'-Oen. • Baite-faced -many
problems from the religious lead-
ers, the younger generations and
the nation as a whole.
Barre's actions created many
problems which had adverse af-
fects on the nation. This included
the Ogaden war, in which seven
to eight thousand lives were lost
and over eighty thousand people
were uprooted. These refugees are
now in Somalia in 35 different
camps and are suffering from
food and water shortage and the
rapid spreading of epidemics. This
is bringing a heavy toll on the na-
tion, causing many deaths and
much suffering. Barre is the one
person responsible for this prob-
lem, and he will not be forgiven
for what he has done to the people
and their country.
In November 1977 General
Barre broke relations with the So-
viet Union due to that nation's
involvement in Ethiopia, a nation
which remains Somalia's arch ri-
val due to continued dispute over
the territory of Ogaden. Barre
misscalculated badly in assuming
that the U.S. would automatically
support him. Although the U.S.
has given some aid to Somalia, it
has been slow in doing so since it
too is .trying to curry favor with
Ethiopia. Both the Soviet Union
and the U.S. are more interested
in Ethiopia because of its strategic
location.
General Barre is now in deep
political trouble and is facing a
possible overthrow by two major
opposition groups of Somalians
operating in Ethiopia and Libya
with the help of these countries.
Conditions in Somalia are
growing increasingly worse and
many people continue to leave the
country because of insecurity.
They are afraid of being jailed or
executed by the military govern-
ment.or they are trying to escape
the poverty and starvation and
look for a better life elsewhere. It
does not look as though life in
Somalia will improve in the near
future and it appears that it will
only worsen day after day as long
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Arts/Entertainment
Triptychs Exhibited
Marc Selverstone is featured in a triptych by Andrew Haase from last weeks photo display. Photo bv Keith waehrer
by Elena Colombo
April 18th marked the opening
of a photography exhibit,
"Twelve Triptychs," by senior
Andrew Haase.The event was
sponsored by Art Patrol, a stu-
dent-run organization concieved
by Suzanne Chernau. Haase has
been enrolled in a photography
program at the University of
Hartford Art School, and he has
been seriously involved in photog-
raphy for the last two years.
Haase concieved a series of re-
lated yet dissonant images within
the framework of a tripartite panel
(triptych). It was an intriguing and
effective method of treating the
photographic medium, making
use of the method of image con-
trol. Each triptych was designed
to confuse and disorient the eye.
Each panel at the same time cre-
ated the coherence it destroyed.
Thesis Show Provided Social Commentary
Many of the pieces captured this
quality in a straightforward man-
ner. The subject matter and com-
positional elements, however,
sometimes tended to diffuse the
relationship of the forms within
each panel.
When viewing art, one is always
faced with responding to the ques-
tion " what and I looking at, and
why?" The more successfully you
are. able to answer that question
the more successful the work is. I
found myself searching for a
unifying element in Haase's work.
For a body of art to be exhibited
under a single title in a consistent
layout, I was prepared for an
equally cohesive concept. It would
do more justice to the pieces
themselves, which address a very
valid idea, if* the purpose of the




In her four years at Trinity,
Maria Lavieri has been in all of
eight possible Musical Theatre
productions, was on several oc-
casions a soloist with Trinity's
Concert Choir, and sang with an
otherwise professional (paid) cast
in a music department production
of Stravinsky's "Mavra." Cast as
Marty in "Grease," and April in
"Company," Maria finally played
Maria last Sunday, April 25 as she
delivered a program of "Songs of
Social Significance," to an audi-
ence., ironically enough, com-
posed largely of Trinity students.
"Rocking the Cradle: Songs of
Social Significance in the Ameri-
can Musical Theatre," is the title
of Maria's American Studies Sen-
ior Thesis Project which will con-
sist of, in addition to the verve, a
paper, of respectble length discuss-
ing the history arid importance of
the Musical/Theatre protest song.
The twelve songs performed,
we've interspersed with explana-
tions as to their theatrical and so-
cial contexts, rendering the
evening both informative and en-
tertaining.
"Four Little Angels of Peace,"
from Harold Rome's Pins and
Needles, (1937) was one of the
four songs for which Maria re-
cruited the help of Thomas Baker
'85, Grant Cochran '84, Michael
Connelly '85, and Floyd Higgins
'85. They portrayed four world
leaders, Adolf Hitler, Neville
Chamberlain, Emperor Hirohito,
and Benito Mussolini, respec-
tively, who proclaimed a love for
peace, but as in the case of a badly
impersonated Hirohito, a greater
love for the spoils of war.
"Three-Five-Zero-Zero," and
"Easy To Be Hard," from t h e -
musical Hair (1967) provided two
contrasts within the otherwise sa-
tirical program, with their less
than subtle lyrics protesting the
Vietnam War. It was in the saying
of these that Maria was at her
most expressive, leaving no one -
judging from the applause - un-
affected.
In a manner neither tiresome
nor accusative, Maria touched on
the issues of racism, the exploited
worker, Imperialism, corruption
and conformity. While doing so,
she proved herself a more than
capable performer whose absence
from Trinity will be conspicuous
in the fall. '
As for the future, Maria plans
to work at Sterling Name Tape (a
name that should be familiar to
all you campers) this stfmmef, and
to ply some trade or other in Bos-
ton come September.
Montgomery Performs Memorial Concert
On Wednesday, April 25th at
9pm, Carolyn Montgomery '86
will perform a concert in memory
of her sister Kate Montgomery.
The Concert will be held in the
west end of Mather dining hall.
Admission of $2 will go to a
scholarship fund in Kate's name.
Carolyn, a Trinity Pipe herself,
will be joined by the Pipes in her
program which will be a mixed
bag of "jazz, show-tunes and light
Rock 'n Roll." Also appearing
with Carolyn will be Joe Scorese
'86, Eva Goldfarb '84, Laura
Austin '84, Michael Connelly '85,
and Scott Allyn '84. B.Y.O.B. and
mixers will be provided for a
highly entertaining evening and a
good cause.
Czech Writer Kundera's New Novel: "Dichotomania'
by Andrew P. Yurkovsky
Senior Staff Writer
Milan Kundera is probably the
best known Czech writer in the
world today. He gained interna-
tional attention with the appear-
ance of His first novel, The Joke,
which was published in Czechos-
lavakia in 1967.. Following the
Russian invasion of his native
country in August of 1968, Kun-
dera's books were removed from
libraries, and he was permitted to
publish his work only abroad. He
moved to France in 1975 to teach
at the University of Rennes. After
publication in 1979 of the novel
The Book of Laughter and For-
getting, which was blatantly criti-
cal of the Czech government, his
Czech citizenship was revoked.
In the United States, Kundera
is perhaps best known for The
Book of Laughter and Forgetting,
which was published in 1980, and
The Joke, which appeared in a
new, unabridged translation last
year. His popularity in this coun-
try has no doubt been helped
along by the praise accorded him
by American writer Philip Roth
and by the appearance of portions
of his novels in The New Yorker
magazine.
In The Unbearable Lightness of
Being (Harper & Row, #15.95),
Kundera treats many themes that
he has dealt with in the past. In
style and content, it most resem-
bles The Book of Laughter and
Forgetling. As in that novel, in
this one, Kundera raises the issues
of personal history, world history,
and the attempt of individuals —
often through the sexual act — to
alter their identities in their own
minds and-in the minds of others.
Indeed, after having read the
first few pages of this novel, one
expects a mere repetition of the
themes of The Book... — the di-
chotomy of remembering and for-
getting, history and lack of
history, moral commitment and
lack of moral commitment. The
very title of the new novel could
constitute the antithesis of the
state of being of the morally com-
mitted or historically minded in-
dividual.
Yet in The Unbearable Light-
ness of Being, Kundera does not-
associate lightness with the ahis-
torical or the amoral. In fact,
Kundera puts forth a new idea of
history. History is lightness itself:
"The history of the Czechs and
Europe is a pair of sketches from
the pen of mankind's fateful in-
experience. History is as light as a
feather, as dust swirling into the
air, as whatever will rio longer ex-
ist tomorrow." History has no
value because it cannot, be re-
peated. Those who make world
history through the making of
their own personal histories have
no criteria by which to model their
own actions: "There is no means
of testing which decision is better,
because there is no basis for com-
parison. We live everything as it
comes, without warning, like an
actor going on cold. And what
can life be worth if the first re-
_ hearsal for life is life itself?"
Certainly, this conclusion about
history is more pessimistic than
the idea that the world is undergo-
ing a process of cultural amnesia,
an idea that Kundera states in The
Book... In that novel, the histori-
cal is at least upheld as represent-
ing something of positive value.
Does'Kundera offer any hope in
his new novel? It is difficult to
tell. He does not seem to provide
any "heavy" (positive) corre-
spondent to history. There are
other oppositions discussed in the
novel — for example, kitsch/shit
(an opposition that Seems analo-
gous to culture/nature) and body/
soul. The components of these
oppositions or combinations of
their components are described as
either "heavy" or "light." The
intrinsic similarity between each
set of oppositions in the novel,
however, is unclear, arid it is not
possible from the oppositions to
infer a "heavy" correspondent to
. history.
If the foregoing discussion
sounds more like a philosophical
analysis than a literary one, it
points to a problematic aspect of
Kundera's work. In his stories and
in each of his novels since The
Joke, Kundera has frequently
gone on for pages at a time on
such topics as the history of phi-
losophy, linguistics, and politics.
(The Book of Laughter and For-
getting, which epitomizes this
tendency jn his work, is as much
an interpretation of European in-
tellectual history as it is a novel.)
Oftentimes, Kundera's explicit
statements about these topics
work in well with the fictional ele-
ments of his writing, and his state-
ments about what themes are
operating in his novels are amus-
ing. But The Book... seems to
have exhausted the novelty and
humor of Kundera's non-fictional
commentary, and in The Unbear-
able Lightness of Being, the many
oppositions simply amount to
what one might call "dichoto-
mania," (n addition, the charac-
ters in the novel rarely rise above
the abstract level of the theses and
antitheses they represent.
For an introduction to Kun-
dera, one would do better to read
one of his earlier novels. The
Joke, which is unique among his
works, is a story told by four fic-
titious narrators. The Farewell
Party, perhaps his finest novel,
successfully brings together sev-
eral interrelated plots involving a
number of sexual relationships.
Many of the themes that crop up,
in Kundera's earlier and later
wo>ks are treated here in a more
subtle manner. Both The JokexnA
The Farewell Party pro vide a good
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Arts /En tertainmen t
Webber Performs
by Molly Schnorr
Most of us, those of us used to
seeing Karen Webber singing,
dancing and acting on the stage of
the Goodwin Theater, will be able
to see Karen in a different role this
Thursday night at 8pm in the
Washington Room of Mather
Campus Center.
Karen's stellar acting ability will
be challenged as she assumes the
role of Anzia Yesierska, a Russian
immigrant authoress that made a
name for herself in America
through her writings. Karen, an
English and Theater/Dance ma-
jor, will be giving this perform-
ance in the form of a senior
project. She has found the perfect
way to bring her majors together,
combining them with her interest
in writing and acting. Her per-
formance will be in the form of a
lecture that Anzia is giving to the
audience. But Karen won't be lec-
turing about Anzia, she will be-
come her.
Anzia (Karen) will address the
audience on her life in America,
from its beginnings on Hester
Street in New York (1906) to its
climax in Hollywood during the
late 20's. She has an eccentric,
outspoken philosophy about life
that was frowned upon during her
time. She deviated from the con-
ventional norms of wife and
motherhood and took a highly
feminist view towards life. These
concepts, plus her struggle as a
Jewish-Russian immigrant in the
vast land of opportunity, Amer-
ica, are personified in her books.
Through her books, she found a
way to break out and open those
doors of opportunity that stood
before her and made her way to
Hollywood.
Karen chose Anzia through her
desire of "wanting to do someone
that had never been done be-
fore... who was not someone that
people would know readily...And
who had a captivating life." That
is Anzia Yesierska. Some of her
books include Arrogant Beggar,
Children of Loneliness, and
Breadgivers. Come watch Karen
take on this intriguing personal-
ity, Anzia Yesierska, in her senior
project performance. From Hes-
ter Street to Hollywood, Thurs-
day April 26 at 8pm in the
Washington Room.
"Barbosa"
Antonio Barbosa, the in-
ternationally acclaimed Bra-
zilian Pianist, will perform a
concert on Sunday, April 29
at 4pm in Austin Arts Cen-
ter's Garmany Hall. He will
follow up his concert with a
Master class on Monday









The Louie, Louie Army ruled here
TRAIIWffifS
You don't have to spend all your money
just to go home for summer. Just go home
on Trailways. We've got three money-
saving deals good through June 30 to get
you back home with change in your pock-
ets. Just bring these coupons and your















Go home this summer, return in
the fall and pay only $69.
Good on TralWays Lines, Inc. and participating cartels only. Good





















Now through June 30,1984 you can ship
your trunk and other packages home and get
20% Off Trailways already low rates!
th is offer Is good on all shipments
except fisdibox. More coupons available
at terminal. •
Goon1 on "[railways Unes, inc. and participating car-




ftedibox is )ust $10.95! Price includes carton
and transportation anywhere wo go. You-can
, buy it now and save... and ship anytime at no
additional charge.
Good on frallways Unes, Inc. and participating ear-
ners only. Subjoctlo ICC approval. One time usa only.
Terminal-to-terminal. Maximum 76 lbs. For non-
















1984 World's Fair GoTrailways
David Appel has an extensive
background in modern dance and
other movement forms (including
contact improvisation), and in
music, T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and heal-
ing. He has taught and performed
his own work throughout the U.S.
and Canada and has performed
with Simone Forti, Steve Paxton,
several improvisational dance
companies, and many other indi-
vidual artists. He was awarded a
1981 Choreographers' Fellowship
from thje National Endowment
for the Arts and was an invited
choreographer/performer at the
10th Anniversary Festival of Con-
tact Improvisation in New York
City in June of 1983. In March of
last year, David coordinated arid
performed in several evenings of
Judson Dance Theater recon-
structions in conjunction with the
Washington Project.for the Arts
and The Smithsonian Institution.
He is presently a lecturer in dance
at George Washington University,
teaches at Georgetown University
and elsewhere in Washington,
D.C. area and maintains a private
practice in healing and bodywork.
-David was a student at Trinity
College in 1970 and 197!. He will
be performing several Judson
Church reconstructions as well as
his own work. This event, spon-
sored by the Theater and Dance
department, will be held on
Wednesday, October 25, at 4 pm
in Seabury 47. Appel's perform-
ance is free and open to the pub-
lic.
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This summer the New Music
America Festival will be held in
Hartford from July 1st through
July 7th. Among the many inter-
nationally respected composers
and performers to appear will be
guitar virtuoso, Eugene Chad-
bourne and his band Shockabilly.
Chadbtmrne started playing the
guitar at the age of nine and
quickly went through pop, psy-
chedelic rock, country and west-
ern, blues, and jazz before
embarking on a career as an
"avant-garde" or "outside" gui-
tarist with the release of his first
solo album in 1975. Slowly,
Chadbourne began to feel that he
was isolating himself from his
background, or as he puts it "all
the things I really cared about in
exchange for a shaky membership
in some elite which exists only in
the minds of a few intellectual
pundits." Chadbourne went'back
to his "roots," well almost. After
forming a combo, Shockabilly,
which sees every bar in the world
as a potential gig or a potential
nightmare, Chadbourne began
playing guitar in a style that
meshed all phases of his career.
Shockabilly, with Chadbourne,
Kramer on cheesy organ and bass,
and David Lict on percussion, set
about playing songs from the past,
utilizing the structure of those
songs as a launching pad to al-
most limitless improvisation. In
the course of their travels, Chad-
bourne developed additional in-
strumentation for the group,
including the now infamous rake
and plunger, strung with guitar
strings, and' electrified to create a
sonic onslaught. Both were used
at Shockabilly's gig for WRTC in
Hamlin Hall in January.
The desire to do things their
own way has led Shockabilly into
an array of interesting ventures
ranging from redneck ...bars, strip
joints, and Japanese jazz dives to
fancy European art galleries and
tacky American new wave clubs.
Hailed as an innovative and ver-
satile guitarist and compared to
Spike Jones, Frank Zappa and to
Ringling Brothers Barnum and
Bailey. Circus, Eugene Chad--
bourne and Shockabilly are an ex-
citing group to watch. They will
be part of New Music America
this summer and if you're in town,
it could be worth the time to see
this for yourself.





Charles Thomas is a specialist
in "international relations with
particular security affairs and So-
viet foreign and domestic policy.
He has considerable work experi-
ence in private sector consulting,
university teaching, administra-
tion and in international organi-
zations. Mr. Thomas holds a BA
in political science from the Uni-
versity of Akron, an MA in inter-
national relations from Columbia
University. Presently he is com-
pleting his Ph.D. dissertion at Co-
lumbia.
In the past few years Mr.
Thomas' major research effort has
been a study in Soviet military
power as an instrument of foreign
policy. In an attempt to go be-
yond the usual study of Soviet
force projection, this effort was
to thoroughly integrate Soviet ca-
pabilities and behavioral with an
in-depth analysis of Soviet politi-
cal-military doctrine as it applies
to the use of force in world af-
fairs.
Before joining the Futures
Group, Mr. Thomas served as a
consultant on international affairs
to several Wall Street banks and
security firms. He worked as an
In-service Fellow at the United
Nations Institute for Training and
Research and taught courses in in-.
ternational relations, Soviet for- .
eign policy and Soviet political
thought at Fordham, Rutgers and
Columbia Universities. He also
worked as a teaching and a re-
search assistant at Ohio Univer-
sity and Columbia University.
Most recently, Mr. Thomas has
served asjhe Director of the So-
viet/East European and Interna-
tional Security Program (Dual
Competence Program) at Colum-
bia Universiaty. This is a Ford
Foundation supported program
that supports research and study
in the combined fields of Soviet
area studies and military security
studies.
Since joining The Futures
Group, Mr. Thomas has worked
on projects concerning technology
transfer to the Soviet Union and
weapoons technology forecasting.
Besides numerous public lec-
tures and television and arms con-
trol issues, Mr. Thomas presented
a conference paper on "Soviet
Combine Arms Doctrine" at Co-
lumbia-Harvard Annual Seminar







20-80% off select merchandise
Great Graduation Gift
Plus — buy one/get one free!














LOOK FOR THE RED DOT ON SELECT
MERCHANDISE
• 3M Audio Tapes
• Signet & Bantam Classics
• Flashlights
® Scripto, Shaeffer and Pentel
products
® Daw & Del Rey Science Fiction
titles '
® School Insignia Merchandise
including Apparel and Gifts!
® Cordless Lights
9 Exam/Blue Books and MORE!!
In time for the
summer Get-Away
25% off Gousha/Chek-Chart











Limited quantities, so hurry in for the Hottest Deals!
SALE STARTS APRIL 24
FOLLETTS TRINITY COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
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More Sports
Williams Defeats Men's Lax
by Thomas Swiers
Sports Staff Writer
Last Saturday, the men's la-
crosse team lost to Williams, 9-5.
The game opened slowly for Trin-
ity, but the Bantams began to
come back in the second half,
Williams came on strong at the
beginning of the first quarter by
getting the face-off. Twenty three
seconds and a few short passes
later, Williams scored. Williams
was able to get the face-off once
again and 14 seconds later led 2-
0.
A minute and a half after that,
Williams scored again. Now,
barely two minutes into the first
quarter Williams held a comfort-
able lead of 3-0, but the Ephmen
would not score again in the first
quarter.
The Bants were not outplayed
by Williams but just were unable
to get the ball into the goal. Fi-
nally, with about two and a half
United Way
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Campus Box 1196G
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minutes left in the quarter, John
Self scored Trinity's first goal.
The second quarter turned out
to be a repeat of the first. Wil-
liams scored first on a Trinity
man-down situation. Two more
goals gave Williams a 6-1 lead late
in the. half," but with 34 second^
left in the quarter, Bob St. George
scored for Trinity.
Trinity was once again not out-
played in the second quarter. The
Bants controlled the ball at least
as long as Williams, but Trin did
not take advantage of its scoring
opportunities.
Williams came out strong in the
third quarter, scoring two minutes
after the opening draw. Four min-
utes later the hosts scored on a
Trinity man-down situation when
a Bantam defenseman slipped on
the way over to cover the Wil-
liams' man. Williams would not
score again for 21 minutes.
Ned Ide scored for Trinity with
Williams a man down. For the re-
mainder of the third quarter, •
Trinity controlled the ball but was
unable to score. The quarter ended
with Williams leading 8-3,
Trinity continued to control the
ball in the fourth quarter, but for
eight minutes the Bants were un-
able to score. With seven minutes
left in the game, Steve Ryan took
a shot at goal that missed by
inches. Trin recovered the ball and
a few seconds .later, Ryan took
another long, powerful shot which
went in.
Almost two minutes later Ed
Meyercord, on a beautiful assist
from Rob Beede, scored.
Three minutes later, Ide fired a
' shot on goal and the ball rolled
in, but the referees did not see the
score. As the Bants stood in disbe-
lief, the Williams goalie retrieved '
the ball from the goal and passed
it upfield to set up a Williams'
goal. A Williams defender was to
later admit that the ball had gone
in.
After the game, Coach Mike
Darr was to emphasize that Trin's
inability to score had given the
game away.
Statistically, Trinity had slightly
outdone Williams. Trinity was to
total 45 shots on goal in compar-
ison to Williams' 36 shots.
Trinity was able to get posses-
sion of the ball nine out of 17
face-offs. Paul Ferrucci had a
strong performance with 23 saves
in comparison to 18 saves for the
Williams goalie.
Trinity's man-down defense had
a good day, holding Williams to
two goals on eight opportunities.
Last Wednesday, the Bants
played away at Amherst and lost
12-6. The game against Amherst
illustrated what was to become
painfully obvious against Wil-
liams — Trinity's inability to
score.
Amherst was to total 50 shots
at goal and scored on 12. Trinity
had 42 shots and six goals. Am-
herst was the stronger team as the
game and statistics proved, but
Trinity could have been much
closer.
Amherst opened strongly and
stayed ahead throughout the first
half. The score at the the half was
6-1. In the third quarter, Trin had
a dramatic come back and brought
themselves into the game, but in
the fourth quarter Amherst re-
covered and went on to win 12-6.
Mark Tiedemann led Trin in
scoring with three goals. Ide fol-
lowed with two goals and Dave
Smith had one.
On Wednesday, Trinity hosts
Wesleyan at 3:00 p.m. and on Sat-






ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT AND NICE.
REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING
BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
• Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to select cities in
Germany, Belgium and Holland; • Bargain train fares to Switzerland
. and France. • Super Saver car rentals from $69/week in'
Luxembourg. B Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
Super APEX Fares. May 1-June 9,1984. 7-60 day stay, 14 day advance purchase required.
Icelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connecting service to other destinations. Purchase tickets
in U. S. All fares subject, to change and government approval. See your travel agent or call
800/555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in your area.
The rugby team was victorious on Saturday.
Coxswains Link Coach
To Rowers On River
continued from page IS
Wray. "Sometimes you want to say 'I 'm human, I'm not a super-human
perfect person.'"
In addition to steering, the cox serves as the crew's mind during the
race. He or she must be aware of distance and the boat's relationship to
the competition. Also the loud voice helps in offering encouragement to
rowers who are trained not to think but to execute during a race.
"It 's important to try and get to them because I'm trying to get them
to give more than lOO°7o," say Erskine. "All I can do is say 'you want
more'."
"Sometimes if you stop yelling they forget to be strong," adds Blessey.
Modern technology has decreased the need for a loud voice. A cox
box broadcasts the wisdom out of loudspeakers inside the boat. But a








More than. 1200 undergraduate and graduate courses,
Intensive institutes and. workshops, Festival of
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performances).
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More Sports——
Softball Wins DH Opener, But Clark Gains Split
by Julia McLaughlin
Sports Staff Editor
The women's softball team had
a good weekend; not only did they
win their first official game, but
played one of its most exciting and
high scoring games. In a double-
header against Clark, Trinity won
the first game 10-7. The second
game went into extra innings, and
Clark edged the Bantams 15-14.
In both games, Clark scored
most of the runs in first inning. In
the first game, Clark scored five
runs and in the second game they
scored six. But the Bants were able
to catch up in both of the games.
In the first game, Clark had
only three hits and no runs over
the next three innings. Not only
was their hitting'bad but Clark's
pitching was even worse.
In the second inning, Trinity
scored seven runs with only one
hit; the Clark pitcher walked eight
Bantams. The Bantams' hitting
improved in the fourth inning.
Captain Weezie Kerr and Karen
Carney singled and Sis VanCleve
doubled, bringing two runners
home.
In the fifth inning, Clark rallied
and scored two runs, but ended
the game with two one-two-three
innings. Trinity added another run
Tennis Grabs Easy
Win At Wesley an
by Tom Price
Senior Sports Staff
Putting it all together last Sat-
urday down at Middletown, the
tennis team easily demolished
arch-rival Wesleyan.
Winning in Detroit Tiger style,
9-0, the Bants proved that their
first two losses this year were in
no way a reflection of the team's
fine talent. Trinity is now 3-2 and
beginning to gel as they near the
second half of the season.
The Bants will concede, how-
ever, that the rout over rival 'Wes-
leyan, is not an accurate measure
of the team's ability. Nonetheless,
the Bantams are confident. "We
peaked, against the freaks," one
player claimed.
Back at number one for the fifth
straight match, co-captain Neil
Schneider easily won his match 6-
4,6-3. Schneider, who was pleased
with his own /match, was also






continued from page 16
of goals. Lynch assisted on two
goals and Castle on one, Lastly,
Sperry scored one goal and Laura
Gill had an assist.
Needless to say, the^scoring was
a total team effort illustrating
Sheppard's theory that the squad
has a lot of depth.
On defense, Sheppard cited Gill
and Bonnie Adams as having good
games. Adams was able to contain
one of Smith's top two players.
Rodgers controlled the other.
Reflecting on the game, Shep-
pard explained, "this was our
fourth game against a zone, usu-
ally a weakness in our scoring. The
scores this season reflect, what is
our usual output against a man-
toyman." .
This week should test Trinity.
They face two of the three tough-
est.games on the schedule: Wil-
liams on Wednesday and Amherst
on Saturday, . . ;
' The junior varsity continued to
shut down their opponents. The
: /Bantams, blew out Smith 23-6 and
; Springfield 12-3/:v' v ,: : :'•
to account for the 10-7 final.
Just as the Clark pitcher gave
Trinity the edge in the first game,
pitcher Julie Simon gave Clark a
head start in the second game.
With six runs in the first inning
on only one hit and five walks, it
was the pitching that made the
difference.
Both Trinity and Clark had nu-
merous handicaps (besides bad
pitching). Strong winds made line
drives into fly balls and due to
recent rain, left field resembled a
muddy swamp rather than a play-
ing field.
Despite the swamp, both Trin-
ity and Clark had numerous hits,
and a total of 29 runs. After Clark
started off with six runs in the
first, they scored another six in
the third inning to take a 12-2 lead
over the Bants.
But Trin had an incredible co-
meback; in the fifth inning Trin
scored eight runs and came up
with four in the seventh to tie the
score 14-J4. In the fifth eight of
Trinity's nine players Scored.
Robin Black and Sue. Carter
opened the seventh with singles.
Kathy O'Brien doubled to score
Black and when Clark's right-
fielder played Sheila Andrus' sin-
gle into a triple, two more runs
scored. VanCleve singled to bring
Andrus home and the game went
into extra innings.
Trinity's pitching and fielding
improved greatly in the last half
of the game — the defense was
able to hold Clark to only three
runs.
Coach Don Miller replaced Si-
mon with veteran pitcher Mary
Wrobleski, who had only one walk
in the last six innings of the sec-
ond game. Wrobleski was helped
by sparkling fielding plays from
VanCleve at short and Nancy
Meade at third.
Clark scored the winning run
with a single and a Bantam field-
ing error. In the bottom of the
eighth, Trin went down in order.
"Everyone played really well.
We are playing much better as a
team. Hopefully we will continue
in this vein for upcofning matches
against tougher opponents."
Right below Schneider at num-
ber two, Andrew Loft apparently
in a rush to get finished, whipped
his opponent 6-2, 6-0.
At number three, Art Strome
also had little trouble with his
Wesleyan counterpart winning 6-
3, 6-1. Reid Wagner was the only
Trinity player to have to go to
three sets to win. He won,6-1 in
the third set.
Jeff Lang, again filling; trie five'
spot for Trinity, forged his way to
a 6-3, 6-1 victory. Dan Moran
completed Trinity's sweep of sin-
gles , rolling over his opponent 6-
2,6-2.
- Though not having anticipated
such a lopsided victory, Loft ex-
plained that Wesleyan's tennis
program had been on a skid in
recent years. Ten years ago, the
Cacdinals were unbeatable but
Wesleyan has fallen on hard ten- .
nis times.
In doubles, the pong, demons,
Schneider and Long, won at num-
ber one in a good match 7-6, 6-4.
Loft and Wagner, in the number
two slot, breezed by Wesleyan 6-
3, 6-3. Arid to complete the shut-
out, Strome and Moran won 7-5,
6-4 in a more "competitive"
match.
Overall, it was a good day for
Trinity as the junior varsity was
vicorious, 7-2.
The Bantams will now hope that
they can handle the rest of their
opponents with the ease they did.
against Wesleyan. But trie thrill of
victory may not come as easy in
future matches. The softball team won its first game as a varsity squad in spiking a double-header with Clark.
J. V. Lightweight Eight Rallies For Win
continued from page 16
coxswain Tom Bailey. "Some-
thing like this is good because it
lets us know we can win."
The 6.6-second victory over
Georgetown's " A " boat was built
on a good start and a.steady row
that saw. the Bantams open water
at the halfway mark and pull fur-
ther ahead over the final 1000 me-
ters. Georgetown's " B " eight was
third (10.4 seconds behind Trin)
and Drexel was fourth (15.5).
The rainy weather has cut into
training, and Eric Houston felt
this harmed the heavyweight
eight's preparation; "1 don't think
we are progressing as much-as we':
could have with good weather."
However, Houston rated the
crew's, condition going into the
last two weekends of regular-sea-
son racing as '.'good, considering
the weather we've had." Coach
Burt Apfelbaum concurred; "the
weather last week hurt, but I think
we are reasonably on pace."
The varsity lightweights won for
the fourth time, having only lost
to Yale. After an even start, Trin
and Drexel moved out in front of
Georgetown. Drexel soon faded
into the oblivion of a third place
finish, 15.8 seconds behind Trin-
ity, but the Hoyas came back and
pulled within 3/4 of a length with
500 meters remaining.
The lights then sprinted and
won the race — "it wasn't partic-
ularly clean...it was pounded
o u C coxswain Chris Melo said
afterwards — by just over a
length.
Trin's three-race victory spree
was followed by a decisive
Georgetown victory in the worn1
en's novice four race. That was
balanced out when the J.V. lights
came from behind, a rarity in any
regatta, to edge Georgetown by
2.5, seconds. ,
Trinity's early four-seat lead
was erased, and at the 1000-meter
'mark, Georgetown led by 1/2
length. The Bantams rallied and
moved to a 1/2-length lead, that
they would carry to the finish^
over the next 500 meters.
A fifth Trinity victory was pre-
vented when Princeton entered the
freshmen lightweight race. Im-
pressed by Trin's wins over Yale
and Dartmouth, the host Tigers
asked to be included in the race
and won by 8.5 seconds. Trinity
finished second, easily ahead of
scheduled opponents, George-
town and Drexel.
Next Saturday, the. rowers will
take on Conn College and Wes-
leyan at Wesleyan. It is the closest
thing to a home Saturday race this
spring. ..




"Eight big men and their little cox"
That is the humorous depiction'of crew expressed on a bumper sticker
achieving popularity in rowing circles. And there really is something
funny about the role a coxswain plays.
"In the fall they needed a cox and asked me because they said I was
small and had a big mouth," explains freshman Stephanie Blessey of her
start as a cox. Blessey is the coxswain for the J.V. lightweight eight this
spring. Indeed there is a good deal of truth in the stereotyped tiny and
loud coxswain screaming at eight huge oarsmen. However, the job in-
- volves considerably more than a healthy set of vocal cords and is, in
fact, one of the most fascinating in sports.
The cox stands in a unique position of fulfilling the sports cliche —
coach,on the field. As such, a good coxswain fills a vital link between
the coach and the rowers and maintains a unique relationship with both.
"You've got to be able to work with the coach," explains Betsy Wray.
"If a cox doesn't like a coach or a coach doesn't trust a cox it doesn't
work." Wray is in her sixth year as a cox, four years while at Groton
and two at Trinity.
% I .
Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
On race day, the coach is left to watch from the shore and it's the cox
that holds total responsibility for the rowers. And even on practice days,
when the coach watches the rowers from a launch, the cox must help
relay the coach's thoughts, expressed through a megaphone, to the
rowers. \ . ..
"I think what I appreciate most is his or her ability to anticipate what
has to be done," says lightweight.coach Jeff Cooley. "The cox should
be a link to the crew." .
Naturally the crew is the third part of a triumvirate — coach, cox,
crew — that makes a boat go. ".You work off each other," says women's
varsity cox Martha Erskine, "you go as three entities trying to find what
works." ' . ,
To the one, the coxswains talk of a different relationship that distin-
guishes the cox from the rest of the rowers. "There are differences
because you are telling them what^to do and sometimes it becomeb ajeal
For the most part an affection is evident between a crew and the cox.
The relationship leads to a special bond. "I think I play a protective role
off the water — egowise and seeing how people feel," says Erskine.
Emotions and concentration are an integral part of rowing and the cox
needs to be sensitive to the personalities in her boat. . • .
This sensitivity can change depending on the experience of the rowers
and, interestingly enough, their sex. "Women are more outwardly emo-
tional," says Wray, "men tend to take out their aggression on the.oae."
Blessey echoes this thought: "The men expect you to yell at them and
correct them a lot. They enjoy me yelling at them more than women
would."
Come race day, a cox is in a no win situation of sorts. The best he or
she can do is steer the boat straight down the course and that is only
what is expected. Steering straight doesn't win races — it only gives the
rowers a chance to win. On the other hand, a slip on the cox part can
cost a crew a race.
"Rowers are allowed to make mistakes all the time but they can blame
me if I make one because I'm the only person doing what I do ," says
continued on page 13
Varsity lightweight coxswain Chris Melo flies into the water after Saturday's win.
Wornsn's Jrack Wins First
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
The women's track team picked
up its first win of the season Sat-
urday, defeating visiting Wil-
liams, 75-60. Much . of the
Bantams' margin of victory came
from the throwing events where
Trin outscored Williams 20-7.
Debbie Cronin led Trin with
winning throws in the discus (70-
51/2) and the shot put (30-63/4).
Sue Casazza took the javelin with
a toss of 84-9.
Ginny Finn finished a close sec-
ond to Cronin in the discus, and
Kathy Klein and Denise Rosano
grabbed third in the shot put and
javelin respectively.
Trinity also scored well in the
distance events, outscoring the
visitors 17-10. Bonnie Loughlin
topped Bantam runners with a
first in'the mile run (5:33) and a
second place finish behind her
teammate Meredith Lynch in the
880 (2:31.8). Alex Steinert added
four points, taking second in the
two-mile run and third in the mile.
The Bantams' edge in the
sprints, 16-11, came courtesy of a
one-two finish in 440. Alix Wood-
ford won the race, edging out
teammate Erica Thurman by 6/10
~ of a second.
Williams won the 100 and 220,
but Klein was able to take second
in both and Leslie BCrckmans and
Ayla Ulgen, added thirds to keep
the damage at a minimum.
Williams dominated the jump-
ing events, winning the high, long
and triple jumps. Berckmans arid
• Woodford finished second in the
high and long jumps respectively,
while Loughlin (high jump), Klein
(long jump), and Linda Jeffries
(triple jump) each gained a point
by finishing third. Nevertheless,
Williams erutscored Trin 18-9 in
the jumps.
Betsy McKay's first in the inter-
mediate hurdles and second in the
110-yard high hurdles gave Trinity
a virtual split in those events, and
each team won a relay.
On Wednesday afternoon,
Eastern Connecticut defeated the
women's track team.
Baseball Gains Split
By Routing Tufts, 18-5
Betsy Jones looks up field while Susan Moss (background) waves for the pass. photo by John Kail
continued from page 16
being relieved by Bivona, who
served up the rest of the damage.
When the frame was over, Tufts '
had scored six times to take the
lead for good as Trin could only
muster one run in the seventh,
making the final 10-7.
But the Bants fought back in
the second act in grand style and
when the final curtain fell, they
had a satisfying 18-5 victory.
Nick Bordieri played the star-
ring role, collecting five RBI's,
while Mark Hamel chalked up a
complete-game win.
After a double-play killed a one-
run rally in the first, - the Bants
blew it open in the second inning.
The. massacre got off to a some-
• what mild-mannered start as the
Bants loaded the bases on a walk,
an error, and ah infield hit. But
Bordieri delivered the fatal blow,
crunching a grand-slam homer
over the left field fence, giving the
Bants a commanding 5-2 lead.
The Bants went on to tally three
more runs in that inning alone and
were never, headed. Trinity went
through: four Tufts' pitchers en
route to the 13-run victory which
was called after six innings be-
cause of darkness. -
"That was a clutch win for us
after giving the first one away,"
said Shults. "Despite the cold, our
guys just went out there and did;
what they had to do. Hamel also
pitched well. He got stronger as
he went along." \
Also of importance was the fact
that the Bantams finally got some
production out of the bottom of
the order. Murphy VanderVelde
and John Barton had three hits,
Tim Robinson two, and Tib Miller
collected two RBI's. Jim Bates
supported Hamel in the field,
making several outstanding plays'
at first base.
With their wins over Wesleyan
and Tufts, the Bants have upped
their record to 5-6 and, may be, set
themselves on winning ways.
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Sports
Men's Track Wins NESCAC Championship
Williams, Eastern Fall
As Trin Goes To 80
hy Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
The men's track team experi-
enced perhaps its finest week ever
in defeating Eastern Connecticut
(101-41), Williams (92-61) and
winning the official New England
Small College Athletic Confer-
ence championship at Bowdoin.
Trinity relied on the individual
efforts of freshman sensation
Dave Banta (NESCAC meet
MVP), Femi Obi, Dave Barry,
Steve Drew, Rick Hayber and ex-
cellent depth to extend its record
to 8-0 and win the NESCAC title.
Trinity roiled over all opposi-
tion at the NESCAC meet, win-
ning seven events while compiling
90 points to Amherst's 811/2.
Hayber got the scoring started
with a college-record toss of 199-
10 in the javelin which was easily
good for first place. Hayber is one
of New England's finest javelin
throwers and should place well at
the Division III championships
later this season.
Banta compiled 25 points in
winning four events. Banta nar-
rowly won the 400-meter (50.3)
and 200-meter (22.6) runs and ran
on the victorious 400-meter and
mile relay teams. Banta was voted
meet MVP for his efforts — quite
a distinction for a freshman.
Obi also ran very well, taking
first in the 100 and second in the
200. In addition, Obi brought the
Bantam 400-meter relay team to
victory by anchoring the team's
exciting win.
Drew, who ran on both winning
relays, raced to a fast victory in
the 400-meter hurdles and a fourth
place finish in the 110-meter hur-
dles.
Matt Harthun led off the Bants
400-meter relay while co-captian
Terry Rousseau opened the Bants'
mile relay. _
Barry held off late surges from
Amherst and Williams in the mile
relay and crossed the finish line in
a team time of 3:26.3. Barry also
finished second in the 800 after
running a college record 1:54.0 in
the same event a day earlier at the
Massachusetts Relays.
Trinity used its depth in two
duel meets this week and ran away
with easy victories. On a soggy
Trinity track, the men's team eas-
ily beat Eastern Wednesday and
came back to defeat Williams on
Saturday.
Against Williams, Trinity corn-
Chris Melo (top) and Andy Merrill exchange a high five while celebrating the varsity lightweight eight's wir
over Georgetown and Drexel.
bined its usual first-place talent
with added depth to defeat the
Ephmen both on the track and in
the field.'
Trinity now brings an 8-0 re-
cord into tomorrow's home meet
against undefeated WPI. The field
events begin at 3:00 p.m.
Varsity 8's Sweep
Past Georgetown
Baseball Begins To Warm Up
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
The varsity baseball team
showed some signs of life this past
week, breaking out of a dry hit-
ting spelf and winning two of three
road games.
Since coming back from Flor-
ida, the Bants have been greeted
with nothing but foul weather,
which has forced the cancellation
of four^ games, provided an at-
mosphere of cold and show for
several others, and prevented the
Bants from gaining any momen-
tum. But the Bants now have an
opportunity to parlay their two
recent wins into a substantial win-
ning streak as their next six games
are at home.
"Thankfully,, our bats are start-
ing to come alive now," explained *
Bantam manager Robie Shults.
"We feel that this past week was
a good one for us, winning two of
three. But how we play this next
week will have a lot to say about
how we'll do in the tournament
and in the standings.'1
The Bants began the week by
traveling to Wesley an to make up
a double-header which was post-
poned earlier in the season. After
winning the opener 5-2, the
weather intervened once more,
washing out the nightcap and a
chance for a Bantam sweep.
The rains continued, forcing
cancellation of games with WPI
and UHart and sending the team
into the field house for cover, and
.nost importantly, extra batting
practice.
"We had a long batting practice
on Friday with Tom Roath, our
pitching coach, throwing for over
an hour," said Shults. "That gave
our hitters lots of extra swings and
it really paid off against Tufts
where pur guys looked aggressive
and confident at the plate."
Trin bats produced seven runs
in the first game against Tufts,
but pitchers Ed Butler and Andy
Bivona couldn't hold a lead. Trin-
ity scored four runs in the first
inning and took a 6-4 lead into
the sixth when the roof fell in.
Butler, the freshman' starter,
tired and loaded the bases before
continued on page 15
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
After the first four races of Sat-
urday's regatta on Princeton Uni-
versity's Lake Carnegie, things did
not look particularly good for
Trinity rowers; the novice wom-
en's eight and the freshmen light-
weight eight had lost their first
races of the spring. In addition,
the freshmen heavyweight eight
and the J.V. heavyweight four had
been beaten.
However, in the next three races
Trinity's varsity boats crossed the
finish line first and that, com-
bined with a win by the J.V. light-
weight eight, turned the afternoon
into a success.
The most impressive "perform-
ance by a Trinity boat was once
again turned in by the varsity
women's eight. The Bantams eas-
ily defeated defending Dad Vail
champions Georgetown to win
their fourth race in four outings.
Trinity started well, opening up
a four-seat lead, and led by a
length at the 700-meter mark. The
Hoyas faded over the final 130Q
meters, and Trin finished an ex-
tremely comfortable 15.1 seconds
ahead of the 1983 gold medalists.
A steady crosswind hampered
the rowers all afternoon and Mar-
tha Erskine, coxswain of the
women's varsity, noted that "the
wind threw off the rowing tech-
nique." Boat captain Melissa Ja-
cobsen, who admitted to being
surprised by the margin of vic-
tory, added "we rowed • well
through the wind."
Also rowing well through the
wind was the varsity heavyweight
eight which won its first race of
the season after losing to peren-
nial powers 'Coast Guard and
Temple.
"We know we are fast and had
been racing hard crews," said
continued on page 14
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Women's Lacrosse Stays
Undefeated With 2 Wins
The women's lacrosse team defeated Smith and Springfield last week. photo by John Kail
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Contributing Editor
The streak continues. The
women's lacrosse team handed
Smith and Springfield defeats last
week. •'• . .;
On Saturday, the Bantams
rolled over Springfield for.their
fifth straight victory, of the sea-
son. The game was the prettiest
and cleanest of the season. - •' • .
Quick up-field passes helped
boost Trin to a 7-3 halftime lead.
Trin continued'their excellent play
through the end of the game, a
17-5 victory.
Kat Castle led the scoring with
five goalsi Susie Cutler added
three,goals and three assists. Suzy
Schwartz, Ginny Biggar, Laney
Lynch, and Karen Rodgers each
scored a pair of goals. Lisa Sperry
rounded out the scoring, with a
goal and an assist.
Trinity's attack is working well
as a unit and in both games
equally distributed the scoring.
On Tuesday, the Bantams faced
Smith in what proved to be an
uncontested match.
The first half was routine for
the Bants as the pulled ahead from
the start and maintained the lead.
At the half, Trinity led 9-5. Coach
Robin Sheppard attributed this to
. the strength of Rodgers' draws:
she won almost every draw.
In the second half, the defense
only let in one goal. Goalie Karen
Orczyk "made some key saves,"
Sheppard noted.
The offense tallied eight goals
in the second 25 minutes of play
to make the final score 17-6. Big-
gar led the offensive splurge with,
three goals and four assists.
Rodgers added a hat-trick and two
assists. Both Cutler and Schwartz
tallied hat-tricks; Schwartz re-
corded one assist. ,
: Lynch and Castle scored a pair
continued on page 14
